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PREFACE

The National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER) was established to expand and
disseminate knowledge about earthquakes, improve earthquake-resistant design. and implement
seismic hazard mitigation procedures to minimize loss of lives and property. The emphasis is on
structures in the eastern and central United States and lifelines throughout the country that are found
in zones of low, moderate, and high seismicity.

NCEER's research and implementation plan in years six through ten (1991-1996) comprises four
interlocked elements, as shown in the figure below. Element I, Basic Research, is carried out to
support projects in the Applied Research area. Element II. Applied Research, is the major focus of
work for years six through ten. Element Ill, Demonstration Projects, have been planned to support
Applied Research projects, and will be either case studies or regional studies. Element IV,
Implementation, will result from activity in the four Applied Research projects, and from Demon
stration Projects.

ELEMENT I
BASIC RESEARCH

• Seismic hazard and
ground motion

• Soila and geotechnical
engineering

• Structures and system.

• Risk and reliability

• Protective and Intelligent
ay.tem.

• Societal and economic
atudles

ELEMENT II
APPLIED RESEARCH

• The Building Project

• The Nonatructul'lll
Components Project

• The Ufellnea Project

The Bridge Project

ELEMENT III
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

Ca.. StudIes
• Active and hybrid control
• HospitIll and data proceHlng

facilltln
• Short and medium span bridges
• Water supply .y.terns In

Memphl. and San Fl'llncisco
Regional Studies

• New York City
• MI..I..lppl Valley
• San Fl'llnclsco Bay Area

ELEMENT IV
IMPLEMENTATION

• ConfarenceaIWorkshopa
• EducatlonlTl'lllnlng cou....
• Publications
• Public Awe....,...

Research tasks in the Bridge Project expand current work in the retrofit of existing bridges and
develop basic seismic design criteria for eastern bridges in low-to-moderate risk zones. This research
parallels an extensive multi-year research program on the evaluation ofgravity-load design concrete
buildings. Specifically, tasks are being performed to:
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1. Detennine the seismic vulnerability of bridge structures in regions of low-to-medium
seismicity, and in particular of those bridges in the eastern and central United States.

2. Develop concepts for retrofitting vulnerable bridge systems, particularly for typical bridges
found in the eastern and central United States.

3. Develop improved design and evaluation methodologies for bridges, with particular empha
sis on soil-structure mechanics and its influence on bridge r~sponse.

4. Review seismic design criteria for new bridges in the eastern and central United States.

The end product of the Bridge Project will be a collection of design manuals, pre-standards and
design aids which will focus on typical eastern and central United States highway bridges. Work
begun in the Bridge Project has now been incorporated into the Highway Project.

One ofthe key goals ofthe Bricige Project is the development ofreliable analytical tools so that the
response ofa wide variety ofstructures can be predicted. Currently. nonlinear analysis programs
relymostly on macromodels andempiricaldatafor theforce-deformation relationships ofmembers.
This report summarizes various micromodels and presents important advancements which can be
used to predict nonlinear member behavior. The model can predict low-cycle failure of steel.
confined or unconfined response ofconcrete, and steel buckling. It provides a significant tool that
will enhance our analytical capabilities related to reinforced andprestressed concrete.
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Abstract

This study is concerned with the computational modeling of energy absorption

(fatigue) capacity of reinforced concrete bridge columns by using a cyclic dynamic Fiber

Element computational model. The results may used with a hysteretic rule to generate

seismic energy demand. By comparing the ratio of energy demand to capacity, inferences of

column damageability or fatigue resistance can be made.

The comi'lcte analysis methodology for bridge columns is developed starting from

basic principles. The hysteretic behavior of ordinary mild steel as well as high threadbar

prestressingl reinforcement is dealt with in detail: stability, degradation and consistency of

cyclic behavior is explained. An energy based universally applicable low cycle fatigue

model for such reinforcing steels is proposed.

A hysteretic model for confined and unconfined concrete subjected to both tension or

compression cyclic loading is developed. This concrete stress-strain model is a model

version of the well-known Mander, Priestley wid Park (1984, 1988) model and has been

enhanced ot predict the behavior of high strength concrete. The model is also capable of

simulating gradual crack closure under cyclic loading. A Cyclic Inelastic Strut-Tie (CIST)

model is developed, in which the comprehensive concrete model stress-strain proved to be

suitable. The CIST model is capable of assessing inelastic shear deformations under cyclic

loading with high accuracy.

A fiber element based column analysis program VB-COLA is developed, which is

capable of accurately predicting the behavior of reinforced concrete columns subjected to

inelastic cyclic deformations. A parabolic fiber element with parabolic stress function

element for uniaxial flexure is developed, as well as a rectangular fiber element with a

quadratic interpolation function suitable for biaxial flexure. The axial, flexural and shear

cyclic behavior are modeled, as well as the low cycle fatigue properties of reinforcing and

high strength prestressing steel bars. Fracture of transverse confining steel is modeled

through an energy balance theory. The program proved to be useful in predicting the failure

mode of either low axial load (low cycle fatigue of longitudinal reinforcement) or high axial

load columns (fracture of confining reinforcement and crushing of concrete). For shear

critical columns, the cyclic inelastic behavior is accurately simulated through the CIST

modeling technique.
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Section 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In order to design or analyze the behavior of bridge substructures (piles and columns of

piers) that may be either reinforced, or fully or partially prestressed concrete, it is essential that

analytical models be developed that accurately reflect the true non-linear dynamic cyclic loading

behavior of those members. Current analytical modeling techniques of structural elements use

either a macro modeling approach (e.g. DRAIN, Kanaan and Powell, 1973; Allahabadi and

Powell, 1988) or micro finite element approach (e.g. ANSYS, Kohnke, 1983). It is considered

that a coarse macro approach in which lumped plasticity within elements is used to predict

response behavior, in many instances, is too crude when looking at detailed behavior of joints

and plastic hinges. On the other hand, sophisticated finite element models may require a mesh

representation that is too fine, thus prohibiting the analysis of large or even moderate size

bridges. It is considered that the most appropriate compromise is to use a combination of the

two. Fiber elements can be used for this purpose. Fiber elements can be incorporated into a

non-linear time-history structural analysis computer program using two different approaches:

direct fiber modeling, or indirect fiber modeling. The frrst has recently been incorporated into

the latest version of DRAIN-2DX, but is in a relatively crude form and still may require some

further refinement, but the approach shows great promise. The second approach is the subject of

this study for the purpose of Wie with programs such as IDARC (park et aI., 1987) (or

DRAIN-2DX). A fiber model representation can capture details of features such as the critical

concrete and steel strains as part of the analysis process through the direct integration of

stress-strain response. Most existing time-history computer programs focus on detennining the

inelastic demands caused by a given seismic excitation. As part of a fiber element analysis of

components the inelastic capacity of members can also be determined as part of a preprocessing

I post-processing analysis. Further, as part of a post-processing analysis, the damage sustained
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by components and subassemblages can be detennined as the ratio of demand versus capacity.

This investigation focuses on this damageability concept as part of the modeling for bridge

substructures.

1.2 Integration of Previous Research Work

Considerable work has been undertaken by Mander, Priestley and Park (1984) in

developing moment-curvature and force-deformation models based on a fiber approach, directly

integrating stress-strain relations for reinforced concrete members (Mander et aI., 1988a. I988b).

Dynamic reversed cyclic loading of members is accounted for and inelastic buckling of

longitudinal reinforcement, transverse hoop fracture, and concrete crushing modes of failure are

determined from energy considerations. Good agreement has been demonstrated when tested

against a variety of physical model experimental results. This fundamental work was followed

by Zahn et al. (1990) who developed energy-based design charts for bridge piers with ductile

detailing.

The need for sophisticated tools to analyze structures subjected to earthquake loadings

has produced a great deal of research. Much of this research is the coordinated effort of many

researchers that share a common purpose, to gain insight into this very complex problem. The

complexity of the problem underlies in both the randomness of earthquake motions and the

nonlinear hysteretic behavior of structural components. The end goal is to develop rational

methods ofdesign, that will consider both the demand that the ground motioll will impose on the

structure and the capacity of the structure to meet those requirements.

The demand on a structure can be of two types: displacement ductility demand and energy

demand. The former dictates bearing seat width requirements and secondary P-a load effects,

while the latter leads to failure of the constituent materials, steel and concrete, through low cycle

fatigue. It will subsequently be shown that the two are also interrelated. Much of the research

effort had been concentrated on the ductility demand, although energy demand research is

gaining popularity among researchers. The capacity of structural elements is, of course, a

fundamental problem.
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This first report of a two-part series is concerned with the evaluation of seismic cap.lcity

of bridge columns. The purpose is to build on past work and specifically address issues that were

avoided previously, namely:

i) Investigate the behavior and develop appropriate stress-strain models for high

perfonnance reinforcing steels. This study focuses on high strength, high alloy threadbars with

ultimate tensile strengths of 160 ksi (1100 MPa).

ii) To model the low cycle fatigue behavior of reinforcing steels (of both mild steel and

high strength grades) and use such models in predicting the failure modes/life of structural

concrete bridge columns.

iii) To investigate the behavior and develop appropriate stress-strain models for high

perfonnancelhigh strength concrete.

iv) To model the effect of the gradual crack closure of concrete to enable a more reliable

prediction of the moment curvature behavior of bridge columns particularly with low levels of

axial load. This requires a better understanding of the tensile/crack opening/closing behavior at

the constitutive level.

v) To incorporate the above features into a computationally efficient moment-curvature

and force-flexural defonnation model for bridge columns.

vi) To provide a better understanding and modeling of the nonlinear shear force-shear

displacement behavior of reinforced concrete columns, particularly in the nonlinear cyclic

loading regime.

A computer program to simulate the cyclic behavior of reinforced concrete is presented in

this study. Every major aspect of its development is presented. Advanced models for concrete

and steel are proposed, with improvements over previous models. Mathematical models for the

description of damage in steel elements are incorporated. A uniaxial moment-curvature and

force-defonnation micro model is presented as well as a biaxial moment-curvature fiber element

model. A general purpose macro model with system identification for uniaxial

moment-eurvature or force defonnation was implemented.

These programs can be integrated as part of an analysis methodology outlined in Fig. 1-1.
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SEISMIC EVALUAnON METHODOLOGY

G:
;a., 0
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Q~.. 41 •
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o~- ..... ..-.CIQ
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.::C
~:e=... .:1E ..
i=-5'
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.. Uo •
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Step 1. Strength Demand, C(d)

Step 2. Strength Capacity ':(c) (Limit Analysis)

Step 3. -
C(e) I

[If r« ~ 1.5 STOP]r« =C(d) =R",

Step 4.1 Ductility Demand Jl(d)

Step 5.1 Ductility Capacity Jl(c) per ATC 6-2

Step 6.1
Jl(c)

[If rl1 ~ I.S STOP]r",=--
Jl(d)

Step 4.2 Rotational Demand

6p (d),N(d) =f(R .... ,EQ,Hyst.model)

Step 5.2 Rotational Capacity 6p (c),N(c)

Step 6.2
N(c)

[If rN ~ 1.5 STOP]rN= N(d)

It

Step 7. Generate Member Specific Hysteretic

Models (From Steps 4.2 and 5.2)

Step 8. Perform Time History Analysis

(IDARC or DRAlN-2DX)

Step 9. Examine Critical Members Performance.

Use Fiber-Element to predict detailed

behavior based on member time-history.

Sections 5 &

Sections 2 - ~

Section 5

Section 4

Fig. 1-1 Summary of Research Significance of this Study in the

Context of a Seismic Enluation Methodology.
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1.3 Seismic Evaluation Methodologies

Herein a three level seismic evaluation methodology is proposed. The first is based on

well-known concepts of ductility and uses limit analysis techniques from which capacity/demand

(eID) ratios are calculated for strucmral strength and ductility. This is called first-order approach

as it does not concern itself with cyclic loading effects and is similar to the procedures given in

ATC 6-2. The second is a new approach advanced herein, which is based on fatigue or damage

concepts and is concerned with comparing energy absorption capacities with seismic energy

demands. This is called a second-order approach, as it takes into account the earthquake duration

and would be used when the results from a first-order analysis are in doubt. A third and more

refined analysis level concerns a multi-degree of freedom system analysis, in which rational

hysteretic models are implemented to determine non-linear structural/fatigue performance.

1.4 Scope of Present Investigation

Firstly, this investigation deals with the modeling of the hysteretic and fracture

characteristics of reinforcing steel. The low cycle fatigue behavior of steel is modeled based on

experimental data. The importance of this modeling is that it allows the prediction of the fatigue

life of longitudinal bars in the context of a reinforced concrete member subjected to cyclic

loading. Thus, this modeling allows the failure of a member due to low cycle fatigue to be

predicted, which is predominant on well detailed beams and columns with low levels of axial

load. Numerous examples are presented to show the capacity of the model to simulate both the

stress-strain cyclic behavior and the fatigue fracture.

Secondly, this investigation deals with the modeling of the behavior of both confined and

unconfined concrete subjected to cyclic compression and tension (Section 2). This is the first

time any model has attempted to model cyclic behavior of concrete in both tension and

compression. The need for such a model is more obvious when considering shear deformations·

where the tension capacity of reinforced steel plays an important role, as in the Modified

Compression Field Theory (Collins and Mitchell, 1992), and the Softened Truss Model (Hsu,

1993).
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Section 4 deals with the Fiber Elements modeling of the moment-eurvature behavior of a

concrete section and with the assessment of deformations. A cyclic strut-tie model is developed

to assess shear deformations. This cyclic strut-tie model for shear deformation, which makes

good use of the comprehensive constitutive models developed in sections 2 and 3, allows the

behavior of shear dominated members to be simulated.

Finally, some conclusions and recommendations for further research are presented in the

last section. This investigation has shed some light into the need for some well designed

experiments to look into the behavior of some specific variables.
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Section 2

Hysteretic and Damage Modeling of Steel Reinforcing Bars

2.1 Introduction

The hysteretic behavior of the reinforcing and prestressing steel bars influences the

hysteretic behavior of a structural concrete member. Fracture of a reinforcing bar may also be

defined as failure of the member itself. It is very important to thus model both the hysteretic and

the fatigue properties of the reinforcing bars accurately. Tests performed by Kent and Park

(1973), Ma et aI. (1976) and Panthaki (1991) were used to calibrate the stress-strain model

advanced herein. The degrading characteristic of steels with yield stresses ranging from 50 ksi to

120 ksi were studied, and damage relationships were incorporated into the model. The

Menegotto-Pinto equation (1973) used by Mander et aI. (1984) is used herein to represent the

loading and unloading stress-strain relations.

2.2 Monotonic Stress-Strain Curve

Numerous tests have shown that the monotonic stress-strain curve for reinforcing steel

can be described by three well defmed branches. The corresponding relations for stress (Is ) and

tangent modulus ( £,) after Mander et. aI. (1984) are given as foilows:

2.2.1 The Elastic Branch 0 ~ Es ~ Ey

E,=Es

where: Ey =Q
in which, Ey =yield strain, fy = yield stress, Es =Elastic Modulus ofElasticity.
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2.2.2 The Yield Plateau Ey < £1 < flit

E,=O

in which, f.1I = strain hardening strain.

2.2.3 Strain Hardened Branch E. ~ Em

f f (f f) IE.," - f. IP•= III + y -," EIIl - Esil

E -E : (Esll-Es )1' f'/-fll(I-~)
, - sll sign f - E i" i"

s.. sll JSIl-JY

wh E
ESIl-EslI

ere: p = slI i" _ i"
J.1l Jy

in which, f SIl is the stress at ultimate stress and f," = ultimate (maximum) stress.

relations can be represented by a single equation as given in Eq. (2-45)

2.3 The Menegotto-Pinto Equation

(2-3)

(2-4)

(2-5)

(2-6)

These

The Menegotto-Pinto (1973) (M-P hereafter) is useful for describing !l curve connecting

two tangents with a variable radius of curvature at the intersection point of those two tangents, as

shown in Fig. 2-1. The M-P equation is expressed as:

(2-7)

E, =iJf. =E_ _ E_ - QEo (2-8)

iJE, I + lEo E,-£o I-R

felt-fo
with a secant modulus connecting the origin coordinates (Eo. fo) and the coordinates of the point

under consideration (£, .f,) defined as:
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E _Is-I"
sec - E.. -E" (2-9)

in which E.. = steel strain, I.. = steel stress, Ell = strain at initial point, f" = stress at initial point,
E" = tangent modulus of elasticity at initial point, Q. R and Ich are equation parameters to

control the shape of the curve.

It should be noted that as it is presented, Eq. (2-7) has the following properties:

(1) a slope E" at the starting coordinate (E", 10), (2) it approaches the slope QEo as

£., ~ 00. For computational tractability R needs to be limited to about 25. This essentially

represents a bilinear curve given by a single equation.

To use this equation it is necessary to develop an algorithm to compute the parameters Q.

f.h and R. A procedure to compute these parameters is presented in the next section.

2.3.1 Computation of Parameters Q. 1:" and R

Let the denominator in the M-P equation be A such that,

00

Q=O.l R1.2 ,-----.------,-"'------.-----,-----,

0.2 I---I--+----+----+-----+-----J

0.8

Is - Iv 0.6
fch -10

0.4 I----.~~--+----+----+-----J

2.521.50.5

o ~--'--'---'---'--'---'--'---'.-'--'---'----'--'---'----'--"-......-'-.........-'-~
o

Fig.2-1 The Menegotto-Pinto Equation
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A =[1 + lEo E. -=.Eo IR]~
fch fo

The derivative ofA is therefore:

dA =A(I-A-R
)

dE. E. -Eo

Eq. (2-7) can be expressed in terms ofA as:

~nd then the derivative of fs respect to £. gives a tangent moJulus which is:

E =df, =E (Q+ l- Q )_E l-Q(~dA)
I d£. 0 A 0 A A d£s

By substituting Eq. (2-11) into (2-13) and rearranging:

(2-10)

(2-11)

(2-12)

(2-13)

fs

Fig. 2-2 Different Curves Having the Same Starting and Ending Properties
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E, l-Q
Eo =Q+ A R+I

By evaluating this equation at £s =£!' and solving for Q,

Ej -A-<R+I)

Q
Eo=';;;;1~--A--<-R+-I)-

Solving for Q in Eq. (2-12),

(2-14)

(2-IS)

(2-16)

E_ -A-I
Q Eo

=""::;':;:I--A--I-

Eq. (2-15) was obtained from an equation related to the final slope (Ej ), thus this equation

guarantees that at the target point the slope condition is met E'(£j) =Ej. Eq. (2-16) was

derived from the ordinate equation so, by satisfying this equation, the ordinate condition is met

1.(£ j} =fj. To satisfy both conditions, it is necessary to equate both Eqs. (2-15) and (2-16).

(2-17)

where a =A,I.

The solution procedure is as follows:

Ef-E_
(2) Rmin =E

sec
_ Eo ,the derivation of this expression is given in the next subsection

2.3.2. It is not possible to reach the point (£f' It) with the slope Ej with a value of R < Rmin •

Evaluation of the M-P equation for the case of R = Rmin is only possible by taking the limit of the

expression, so a value of R slightly greater then Rmin has to be used, in order to apply the

expression as it is shown in Eq. (2-7).

(3) If R min = 0, it means that the three points are aligned, thus take Q = 1 and felt =Jj .

The value ofR need not to be modified.

(4) If R ~ Rmin then take R =RmiD + 0.01
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(5) Solve for the value of a in the following expression:

1- a R+1 o(l - oR)
Ef-E scc 1 +Eo 1 =0-a -a

To find the value ofa the following procedure is used:

(a) Define a function/raj as:

f( ) =E - E J - OR+I E o(l - OR)
of sec 1 +01-a -a

(2-18)

(2-19)

(2-21)

(b) Evaluate f(1-E) and/(E), where E is a small value (::::0.01).

(e) If f(l-E) • /(E) > 0, no solution is found, SO decrease the value of E

and repeat step (b).

(d) If f (I-E)·f (E) S 0 then a solution is found in this interval. The

quadratically converging Newton-Raphson procedme can then be used to find the solution.

(e) Take as an initial estimate:

RminaO=T (2-20)

(I) If /(ao) */(1 - e) < 0 then replace ao by .ra; until the inequality is

false to ensure proper convergence. If this condition is not met the algorithm will find a solution

outside the meaningful range.

(I) With ao as an initial estimate the following recursive expression

should be applied until convergence is met. It is important to note that the functionf(a) has a

singularity at a = 1, so the value of&l should be the smaller of O.S( 1 - ao ) and 0.001.

2/(oj)&l
OJ+1 =aj---.....::....~---

j(aj +&J) - I(ai - &J)

(8) After the value of a has been defined then,

1

b
=(l-a ll

)1I
":"'--a~-

(9) The values of felt and Q are then calculated as:

lelt =10 + ~ (Ef - Eo)
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Q=

Escc--a
Eo
I-a

(2-24)

2.3.2 Menegotto-Pinto Equation Limiting Case

In step 2 of the procedure outlined above. a factor Rmin was introduced. The derivation of

that factor and the relation of the Menegotto-Pinto equation to a power equation is the subject of

this subsection.

The Menegotto-Pinto equation can be expressed by:

If the curve is to pass through (xf ' Yf)' it can be rewritten as:

(2-25)

_1 Yf-Yo=Escc =Q+l- Q
(2-26)

Eo xf-xo Eo A

and its derivative as:

Ef (l-Q)
(2-27)--Q+Eo - AR+1

where:
I( I x-x" IR)R (2-28)A= 1+ EOYe/t-Yo

If,

a=A-1 (2-29)

then by solving for Q in Eqs. (2-26) and 2-27), the following expression is obtained:

By solving for a in this equation, the parameters YLIt and Qare given by:
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and.

Ef _aR+1

Q E"= =t":':"--a--:R-+1-

Eq. (2-30) cannot be evaluated as it is written for a = 1. but it presents a limit.

value of the fraction in the second term is:

1 R+I
lim -a =R+ I

a-+I- I-a

while the other limit is:

1· a(l-aR) R
1m =

a..... l- I-a

So the limit for the equation when a ~ 1 is:

Solving for R, the following equation for the critical value ofR can be derived:

(2-31)

(2-32)

The limit

(2-33)

(2-34)

(2-35)

(2-36)

This value, as can be shown numerically, represents the minimum value that R is to have,

so that a solution to meet the conditions of both slope and ordinate value at the ending point.

What is of interest now, is to know what the limit for the original equation would be. Both Yell

and Q tend to infinity as a tends to one. Eq. (2-25) can be expressed in terms ofa as:

where,

Y =Yo +Eo(x-xo)[m+Q(I-m)]
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When a ~ I,
lim m= I
a-+\-

The limit of Q(I - m), is a complicated expression:

(2.38)

(2·39)

Ef -aR+\

lim Q(l-m) = lim Eo R I
a-+t- a....\- I-a +

So, Eq. (2-37) can be expressed as:

The final form of the limiting case of the Menegotto-Pinto equation as:

Y = Yo +Eo(x-xo)+A(x-xo)lx-xoI R

with,

R =_E.:.,.1-_E_sec_

Esec-Eo
and,

(2-41)

(2-42)

(2-43)

(2-44)

Eq. (2-42) is dealt with in more detail in section 3.6.3. It is worth noting here that this

equation represents the most "relaxed" of all the curves given by the M-P equation. but at the

same time, the M-P equation C'mIlot be evaluated for this case, as it is a limit expression.
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(2-45a)

2.4 Cyclic Propertle. of Reinforcing Steel

In this section a universally applicable cyclic stress-strain model is advanced for ordinary

reinforcing and high strength prestressing bars. The model is composed of ten different rules,

five for the tension side and five for the compression side. Each of the rules is described

separately in the following sections.

2.4.1 Envelope Branche. (Rule. 1 and 2)

The envelope branches are defined by the monotonic stress-strain relation which

is reloca~ed and scaled to simulate strength degradation. The shape of the monotonic branch is

kept intact, except that at the points of reversal a scale factor is calculated. This combined model

ensures degradation within local cyclic, a phenomenon which has not been modeled before. The

model was calibrated using experimental results given by Panthaki (1991). The stress-strain

relation for the tension envelope curve can be expressed as a single expression by:

Rule 1 (Tension Envelope Branch)

t,= [1 + (:;r1" + sign(£u~£~)+ \t.:-r:{ l-I:~=:~n

where:

(2-45b)

(2-45c)

(2-45d)

in which £:". = location of the tension envelope branch. Eq. (2-45) is shown plotted in Fig. 2-3.

Also shown in this figure is the compression envelope branch defined in an analogous fonn as

follows:
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Rule 2 (Compression Envelope Braneh)

j, =[ (:'£Mrr + sign(£;';£"l+ 1(f,; -j,-{l-I:~=:J]
1+ s £ss

fy-

where:

- _ E:. E;u -E~h

P - sh f~-fy-

in which £~ =location of the compression envelope branch.

Strain
Hardened

~ Branch

(£~, 0 )

I+---t- e;" ---+I

Fig. 2-3 Tension and Compression Envelope Curves
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2.4.2 Reversal Branches (Rules 3 and 4)

When a reversal takes place on an envelope branch, a reversal curve connects this point

of reversal with a target point on the opposite envelope. The curve that connects these two points

will be referred to as a reversal branch. In general, reversal branches are completely defined by

the extremum points: maximum excursion into the tension envelope branch Emu ,and maximum

excursion into the compression envelope branchEmin' (Fig. 2-6). If a reversal takes place from

within the yield plateau on the tension envelope curve at a coordinate (e;;, f;;), with fo- ;;;1/,
then Emax is defined as:

Emax =e;; -E1;".

The target strain on the compressive envelope curve is calculated as:

Eta =E;;m +Emin

(2-47)

(2-48)

where,

and

with,

While the target slope is given by:

E- -E-- fo-
om - 0

Es

(2-49)

(2-50)

(2-51)

~ 1 p~~
ta = 1.. +P (_1__1..)

EJ r E;" Es

and the target stress if the yield stress on the compressive envelope branch (Fig. 2-5). In the case

when the reversal takes place from the strain hardened curve of the tension envelope branch, then

Eqs. (2-49) through (2-52) are modified as follows. The strain Emin is taken as the actual

maximum excursion within the compressive envelope branch but,

IEminl > le;,,1
The shifted origin abscissa for the compression envelope branch is calculated as:

E~ =E; k;,.. +E;;(I- k;,..)

with:

+_+ + fy+
Ea - EOIII +EJIt - E

J

E: =E~ +Emax _ frDD.
EJ
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in which k;:~" is a factor to locate the compression envelope branch between the E~ and E~ as

shown in Fig. 2-5, and was found to be:

k;n- =exp ( Enwr. 2] (2-57)
5000(£;)

Finally the target stress and slope /~ and E; are calculated using Eq. (2-46). Similarly, for the

loading reversal branch, the shifted tension origin strain is given by:

E:m =E~(I-k~)+E~k~ (2-58)

with:

where:

k+ =exp ( IEminl ]rev 2
5000(£;)

Then the target strain on the tension envelope branch is given by:

(2-59)

(2-60)

(2-61)

Eia =etm +Emax (2-62)

In a similar way, the target stress I:' and slope E:;' on the tension envelope branch is calculated

using Eq. (2-45).

Experiments performed by Panthaki (1991) have shown that the initial Young's modulus

at the point of reversal from the tension envelope branch (unloading) can be expressed as:

E;; =(1- 3.1£a)Es (2-63)

While, for a reversal from the compression envelope branch (loading), the initial Young's

modulus can be given by:

The M-P parameter R was also found to be a function of the yield stress, that can be expressed

as:

R- = 16(~) 1/3 (1-10&41)
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for the unloading branch, and

R+ =20(~) 1/3(1 - 20&a) (2-66)

where &a = strain amplitude for the cycle and Eo = initial Young's modulus for the reversal

branch, as shown in Fig. 2-4. Analytical calibration of these variables are shown in Figs. 2-7 to

2-10 from experiments by Panthaki (1991), and Figs. 2-11 to 2-14 show some of the actual

experimental loops that were used to fit the M-P equation.

The unloading and unloading branch are define as:

Rule 3 (Unloading Rn'ersal Branch)

£a3 =£~m +£11IIIJ<

fa3 =frrw.
Ea3 =E,-;

£b3 =£kJ
fb3 =f,;
Eb3 =EkJ

(2-67)

The initial slope E~ and the Menegotto-Pinto equation parameter R- are functions of the strain

amplitude &0 of the loop, Eqs. (2-63) and (2-65), which is defined as:

Rule 4 (Loading Reversal Branch)

£04 =£~ + £min

fa4 =fmin
Ea4 =E:
EM =£:-.,
fM =J,:
EM =E:-.,

where £i, and R+ are calculated using Eqs. (2-64) and (2-66), respectively, by having:

& .. =I EM ; £
04

1
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1+------ 2A£a-----~~

r

Fig. 2-4 Effect of the Strain Amplitude of the Reversal
on the Equation Parameters

2.4.3 Returning Branches (Rules 5 and 6)

When partial unloading on the reversal unloading branch (rule 3) takes place, the

reloading branch will be called loading returning branch (rule 5). An analogous branch will exist

when a reversal takes place on the loading reversal branch (rule 4), and unloading is done

through the unloading returning branch (rule 6), as shown in Fig. 2-15. At the occurrence of a

reversal on rule 3, rule 5 will start and the target strain £b5 is calculated as:

(2-71)

(2-72.)

(2-72b)

with,

A~+ fy+
I.X.re = £a3 - £as - 1.2 E,

0 < A~+ < fy+
_l.X.n - 3E,

The target stress 1M and slope EbS are calculated by using Eq. (2-45). The initial Young's

modulus Eas = E~ and parameter Rs = R+ are computed similarly by defining:

(2-73)
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0
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In a similar way, a partial loading from the loading reversal branch (rule 4), which defines rule 6,

is calculated as:

with,
Eb6 = E~m + Emin +M re

f-
t:£re =£04 -£06 - 1.{£1

2.4.4 First Transition Branches (Rules 7 and 8)

(2-74)

(2-75a)

(2-75b)

The curve followed after a reversal from an envelope branch curve has been named

reversal branch, the one followed by a reversal from a reversal branch is called the returning

branch. The curve then followed after a reversal from a returning branch is called the first

transition branch and a reversal from this will lead to a second transition branch. These five

types of curves are illustrated in Fig. 2-15. It should be noted that the reversal and the returning

branches fonn a closed loop and the first and second transition branches cycle inside this loop.

E,

1, 2 Envelope Branches
3. 4 Reversal Branches
5, 6 Returning Branches
7, 8 First Transition Branches
9, 10 Second Transition Branches

Fig. 2-15 Sequence of Partial Reversals
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The target strain of rule 5 EbS is given in Eq. (2-71). This equation is different from the

starting strain of rule 3 EaJ, but if rule 5 would have reached the end, a reversal from this point

would have been the starting point for rule 3 again. It means that in the case of a reversal from

rule 5 (incomplete loading), a redefined rule 3 needs to be calculated. The starting strain for this

redefined rule ought to be between the previous starting strain and the wget strain of rule 5. By

using a linear proportion,

(2-76)

It can be noted that if the reversal happens when rule 5 has just started Ea? =Eas, then from Eq.

(2-76) E:3 =Ea3, what means that an "insinuation" of reversal occurred at rule 3, so the path

followed should be on the unchanged rule 3. While if the reversal occurred at the end of rule 5

when Ea7 = EbS, that means it is already on the envelope branch and a reversal at this point should

lead to rule 3, so E:3 = EM. Both extreme cases are satisfied by Eq. (2-76). Once the modified

starting strain for rule 3 £:3 has been obtained, the rule is completely defined as described in

section 2.4.2.

The curve following a reversal from rule 5 is the first unloading transition curve (rule 7,

Fig. 2-15), which target point is defined as:

£b7 =Eas (2-77)

Because every rule, except rule 1 and 2 (envelope branches), is defined at a reversal point, the

initial coordinate is always the coordinate of the reversal point. The target stress fb7 and

Young's modulus Eb7 are calculated on the modified rule 3 at a strain Eb7. The procedure to

calculate rule 8, is exactly analogous. At a reversal from rule 6, a loading transition curve will

connect the point of reversal with the modified reversal loading branch (rule 4). Where the

modified starting strain for the modified rule 4 is given by:

(2-78)

2.4.5 Second Transition Branches (Rules 9 and 10)

An incomplete transition from the returning branch to the reversal branch, a reversal on

the fIrSt transition branch, is done through the second transition curve. The first transition curve
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(rule 7 or 8) aims the reversal branch (rule 3 or 4), while the second transition branch (rule 9 or

10) aims the returning branch (rule 5 or 6). The relation among all the rules is shown

diagramatically in Fig. 2-16. Note that a rule can change to another rule either because a reversal

took place or because it reached its target point.

The target point for the second transition branch is calculated in a way similar to that for

first transition branch. A reversal at rule 7 will aim the loading returning branch (rule 5), thus the

target strain for rule 9 is:

Eb9 =£a7 (2-79)

The target stress 1b9 and slope Eb9 are defined by the rule 5, as rule 9 is a transition branch to

connect the point of reversal with the first loading transition branch (rule 5). Rule lOis defined

in the same way, when a reversal takes place on rule 8. In this case, the target strain EblO =Eas.

/ Toward TenSion

/Toward Compression

~
.' Reversal Change in Rule

I,;-

/ Reached Target Change in Rule

Fig.2-16 Flow of Rules at Every Reversal and Target Strain
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2.4.6 Strength Degradation

Degradation is taken into accOImt by means of a scale factor. This scale factor is updated

every time a reversal takes place. Degradation is directly associated with plastic defonnation.

The following proposed relationship proved to be applicable to both normal and high strength

steel bars.

where:

(11/) (f )1/3k; = /0 ; =l-m; E: 119.5Ep I
2

.:5 (2-81)

Ep =Ea - :: (2-82)

in which m; = factor that depends on the current scale factor, t1f = stress drop, Ea = total strain

amplitude, /a "" stress amplitude, Ep = plastic strain amplitude, as shown in Fig. 2-17. The

implementation of degradation through a scale factor ensures that degradation is considered all

the time. Care has been taken to ensure that the model behaves smoothly under all kind of

situations. Through a diagram like the one shown in Fig. 2-16 it is shown that every possible

situation is considered. The model as defined before does not consider strength degradation, this

is done by defining the stress as:

with:

/s=S;/so

S; = S;_I k;
m; = I +exp[-20.0(1-s;)]

(2-83)

(2-84)
(2-85)

where s; is the scale factor that is modified at every reversal, mj is a factor that amplifies

degradation on the fU'Sts reversals. It has been observed experimentally (panthaki, 1991) that

loop degradation tends to diminish with cycling, as shown in Fig. 2-19. As the material reaches

incipient failure, degradation accelerates dramatically up to failure.

2.5 Strea.-Straln Model Verification

Experimental data from Kent and Park, 1973; Ma, Bertero and Popov, 1976; and

Panthaki, 1991, were used to test the model. Reasonable agreement was achieved. Results are

shown in Figs. 2-20 to 2-34.
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2.6 Damage Modeling

The failure of a reinforced concrete member is intrinsically linked to the fracture of either

the longitudinal reinforcing bars (Mander e. al., 1992) or transverse reinforcement (Mander et aI.,

1984, 19888, b). Thus, the prediction of steel fracture is an important aspect in the modeling of

member behavior, particularly incipient failure.

The strain-life relation to estimate the life of a material is given by the Manson-Coffin

(1955) equation expressed as:

& ~ b, c"2 ="E(2Nf ) +£«2Nf ) (2-86)

where & = total strain amplitude, o~ = fatigue strength coefficient. b = fatigue strength

exponent, E = Young's modulus, Nt = nwnber of cycles to failure, £j = fatigue ductility

coefficient and c = fatigue ductility exponent.
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(2-87)

The first tenn of the right hand side of Eq. (2-86) is known as the high cycle fatigue

component while the second tenn is the low cycle fatigue component of the strain-life relation.

In the case of earthquake loading, the members of a reinforced concrete structure can be

subjected to inelastic defonnations in which the steel reinforcing is subjected to large plastic

reversals. In this case, the bar failure is predominantly due to low cycle fatigue, for which Eq.

(2-86) can be simplified to (Koh and Stephens, 1991):

.6£ '2N c2" =£f( f)

which can be also be written as:
1

Nf=!U:J' (Z-lllI)

A number of different theories has been suggested in the literature to describe the

accumulation of partial fatigue damage. The Palmgren-Miner rule (Palmgren, 1924; Miner,

1945) is the simplest and still the most commonly used of all the cumulative damage models, it

assumes a linear accumulation ofdamage that can be expressed as:

D· =..!... (2-89)
I NI

where D i = damage for one cycle of a given amplitude.6£. The total damage accumulated is

given by:

D= I.D j (2-90)

Under random cycling, similar to what may be encountered in an earthquake, the problem

of cycle counting and amplitude identification becomes cumbersome. The rain flow cycle

counting method is one of the most popular methods used for this purpose. The method

nevertheless becomes computationally cumbersome for long strain histories as it requires

keeping track of the whole strain history for the problem. Other known cycle counting methods

include the range pair counting, the peak counting, level crossing counting and range counting

methods (Dowling, 1972). Once the cycles have been identified then a equivalent constant strain

amplitude can computed as:

(2-91)
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thus,

(2-92)

(2-93)

Mander et al. (1992) have shown that for reinforcing bars and high strength threadbars ccan be

conservatively approximated as -0.5. Thus Eq. (2-92) becomes,

(&) [I /I (&)2]~
T,,=ii;~2;

It can readily be shown that if all the points are used rather than just the peaks,

E"" =!i£" =J3ESTD (2-94)
2

where £STD is the standard deviation of the strain history response. The following procedure

should be used to compute the standard deviation. At every new strain point, the average strain

for the whole strain history is calculated by:

I II

I dll 2!.(£;+£;-\)IE;-£;-t1
- £ £ 1=\

£= Idl£1 =--'-~±-I£I-·--£-;--11--
;=\

Thus the variance ofthe strain history is calculated by:

(2-95)

(2-96)

I ~ I 3 3 I
J(E- £)2 dlEI 3' 4.J E; - £j-1

2 1=\-2

ESTD = JdlEI = " -E
!.I£;-£;-II
;=)

And the standard deviation is computed as the square root of the variance. Fig. 2-35 shows two

examples of the results using the procedure outlined. Note that for the constant amplitude cycle,

the standard deviation converges on the first complete cycle to a constant value. In the strain

domain the shape of the wave is a triangle and thus,

(2-97)

An alternative way of computing the standard deviation is considering that the time history will

resemble a sinusoidal movement. In this case, if the time steps are considered to be equally

spaced, the standard deviation can be considered independently of the magnitude of the strain
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changes, and it can be computed in a simple way, just by keeping the summation of strains.

Thus, in the time domain the standard deviation is defined by:

2 [(E-E)2dt
Esro = fdt

As discrete data is to be used, Eq. (2-98) can be expressed as:

(2-98)

(2-99)2 I n 2 (I n )2
Esro =n.;; Ej - n'; £j

If all the points are used and not only the peaks, then:

EtU = (~)~ = .fiEsro (2-100)

The apparent contradiction between this equation and Eq. (2-94) should not be taken as such.

The standard deviation computed in Eq. (2-94) is in the stress-strain domain and is dependent on

the magnitude of the strain changes, while when Eq. (2-99) is used in the strain-time domain, it

is asswned that the strain-time history shape resembles some fonn of hannonic loading.

Sinusoidal waves are the time shape used in experiments and most structures will tend to show

sinusoidal strain histories at its natural frequency.

with,

An energy based cumulative damage model is proposed as:

D.- &Wj

1- W,(EtU ) (2-101)

1&Wj =2(fj + /;-I)(£j -£j-d (2-102)

and W,(£tU) =A(£tU)B (2-103)

The experimental data obtained by Panthaki (1991) was reanalyzed and based on these

analyses the following proposed values were obtained:

A B

Reinforcing Bars 1.22 (ksi) -1.06

High Strength Prestressing Bars 1.09 (ksi) -1.4

after which the following empirical equations are proposed:

A=~(£ )0.15
13400 y

B =-5.7(£,)°·25
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(2-106)

2.7 Damage Model Implementation and Verification

In Fig. 2-51 a comparison of the proposed damage model with experimental results from

Panthaki (1991) is presented. The scattering in the experimental data can be modeled in terms of

the deviation from the average result. An additional factor is used to simulate the effect of

incipient failure upon the stress-strain behavior.

F'-O{- (1+ 1: 1-)"']

This factor is used to simulate a normal distribution for which the parameter R was found to be

approximately 3.27. This was obtained by minimizing the variance between both functions

between u = 0 and u = 3.

The parameter u is a function of the damage index D j and the standard deviation 0', and

is defined as:

U=2(Dj~Dm ) (2-106)

where, for tension stress,

Dm=1+2: (2-107)
2

and for compression stress,
0' (2-108)Dm= 1.2+'2

while, for a single bar,

0'=0.2 (2-109)

and for multiple bars,

0' =0.4 (2-110)

To the knowledge of the writers, this is the first time that a model has tried to simulate

this phenomenon. The incorporation of steel fracture simulation is a very important factor if the

prediction of failure is desired. Fig. 2-51 shows how the model compares with experimental

data, while Figs. 2-36 through 2-50 show individual comparisons at different strain amplitude

tests.
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2.8 Strain Rate Effects

It has been shown experimentally (Mander et al., 1984; Soroushian and Choi, 1987) that

the rate of strain influences the stress-strain behavior of steel. Soroushian and Choi found that it

affects the yield strength, the ultimate strength, the strain at the beginning of strain-hardening and

ultimate strain. Their study showed that the effect of strain rate is different on different types of

steel. The dynamic effect on me yield strength, as given by Soroushian and Choi, was found to

be:

1=(1.46-0.451 X 10-6 Iy> +(0.0927 -0.920 x 1O-6Iy)10g lO li:1 (2-111)

where It =dynamic yield strength, fy =quasi-static yield strength and £ = strain rate in sec-I.
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Mander et aI. found a simpler relationship expressed as a dynamic magnification factor

given by:

(2-112)

where Ds =dynamic magnification factor.

2.9 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this section:

(I) A universally applicable model is presented which can simulate the hysteretic behavior of all

types of steel. This is particularly important as steels of higher strength are being used today.

(2) A method for assessing degradation was implemented. Previous models failed in simulating

this phenomenon. This characteristic of the hysteretic behavior of steel is important as it also

influences the degrading characteristics of a reinforced concrete member. Steel fracture leads to

a sudden loss in strength and energy absorption capacity. Therefore reliable modeling of steel

behavior is ofparamount importance.

(3) A step by step energy-based damage assessment methodology is presented. This is a simple

alternative to the rain flow counting method to assess damage for random cycle behavior.

(4) Numerous comparisons with experimental results show that both the hysteretic

characteristics and prediction of fracture can be appropriately simulated by the models advanced

herein.
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Section 3

Modeling the Stress-Strain Cyclic Behavior of Concrete

3.1 Introduction

In the context of a computer program for the simulation of the cyclic behavior of

concrete members, the implementation of all the hysteretic properties of confined and

unconfined concrete becomes an important part. Many investigators have devoted their time

to define experimentally and analytically the behavior of concrete.

In this section an advanced rule-based model, to simulate the hysteretic behavior of

confined and unconfined concrete in both cyclic compression and tension for both ordinary

as well as high strength concrete, is developed. Tension cyclic modeling is important when

calculating deformations due to shear as in the Modified Compression Field Theory (Collins

and Mitchell, 1991). The basic elements ofa rule-based model are identified, which can be

applied to any general purpose model. Fundamental ideas about the nature of degradation

within partial looping is also dealt with; most models deal with degradation in terms of

complete cycles without considering the event of incomplete cycles (as this is the nonnal

type of experimental data available).

A reinforced concrete structure subjected to working loads might show cracking in

some elements. Experimental tests (Yankelevsky and Reinhardt, 1987b) have shown that

concrete in tension shows a cyclic behavior similar to that in compression. Thus, it was

considered nec~ssary to describe analytically the hysteretic behavior of concrete with

excursions in both compression and tension. Particular emphasis has also been paid to the

transition between opening and closing of cracked zones. This phenomenon has not been

adequately addressed in previous models. Most existing models asswne sudden crack

closure with a rapid change in section modulus. Such a rapid change is not supported by

experiments on lighly loaded columns.
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The desirable characteristics of a general stress-strain relation for concrete are: (I)

the slope at the origin is Ec ' (2) it should show a peak at the point (£~·c. /..~.) • (3) it should

describe both the ascending and the descending parts of the concrete behavior and (4) it

should have control over the descending (softening) branch. Control over the slope of the

descending branch is important, because its shape is dependent on factors such as the degree

of confinement and the strength of the concrete. Experiments have shown that for

unconfined concrete, both the ascending and descending parts of the curve become steeper

(Saenz, 1964). Tests have also shown that the slope of the descending branch curve for

confined concrete can become very flat (Somes, 1970; Iyengar et al., 1970; Burdette, 1971;

Kent and Park, 1971; Scott et at., 1982; Ahmad and Shah, 1982; Mander et aI., 1988b).

ASCENDING
BRANCH PEAK

DESCENDING
BRANCH

STRESS

STRAIN

FiR. 3-1 Characteristics of the Stress-Strain Relation for Concrete

3.2 Review of Previous Work in Streu-Strain Relations for Concrete

3.2.1 Monotonic Compression Stress-Strain Equation

Historically, it has been commonly accepted that the envelope curve for the cyclic

compressive behavior of confined and unconfined concrete is the monotonic compressive

curve. To develop a suitable hysteretic model it is necessary to have a monotonic

stress-strain curve to describe the envelope curve.
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The properties of the monotonic stress-strain curve of concrete has been the subject

of numerous papers. One of the first to proposed a fonnula to represent the stress-strain

relationship in concrete was~ (Smith and Young, 1955; Popovics, 1970). He presented

a simple power function in the fonn:

(3-1)

where,

fey=,
fcc
Ecx=-,-
tee

in which £c = concrete strain, Ie = concrete stress, fIe = confined concrete strength (peak

ordinate), E~c = the corresponding strain (peak abscissa), k = constant detcnnined by curve

fitting, m = power with a value less than one.

The values of m recommended by Smith and Young (1955) where from 0.45 to 0.70,

the higher values been for higher values of compressive strength. This equation is not

appropriate to describe the monotonic behavior of concrete because: (1) it implies an infinite

tangent at the origin, (2) it does not have a peak. at Ec =E~ and, (3) it does not have a

descending branch, to describe the behavior after the peak. stress has been reached. This

equation is shown in Fig. 3-2.

Ymm& (1960) analyzed three equations, all ofwhich have descending parts at least in

the neigh"'Orhood after the peak,

y =x[(n- 2)x2 -(2n-3)x+n]

y =xe(l-x)

y=sin(~x)

(3-2)

(3-3)

(3-4)

h
EcE~were, n=-,-

fcc

in which Ec is the initial modulus ofelasticity, x andy were defined in Eq. (3-1). Eqs. (3-3)

and (3-4) have a fixed value of n, that is n = e = 2.718 and n = rrJ2, respectively. Eq. (3-2),

on the other hand, can be adjusted by letting n have different values; this is shown in Fig.

3-3. Because Eq. (3-2) is a cubic polynomial it shows a loatl minimum that makes the

equation unsuitable for values of n greater than about 2.4. Warner, 1969; and Al-Noury and
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Chen, 1982, used this equation for the ascending branch, but they used a parabola for the

descending branch.

Desayi and Krishnan (1964) proposed an equation in the fonn:

y =--.k.... (3-5)
1+x2

This equation has a fixed value of n = 2. The shape of this equation after the peak

has the correct tendency, and some generalizations of this equation were proposed afterward.

Kahaila (1964), discussing on the equation by Desayi and Krishnan, proposed a

quartic polynomial relationship in the fonn:

y = 2.0 x - 1.189 x2 +0.1763 x 3 +0.0027 x4 (3-6)

This equation also shows a fixed value of n = 2, and it has a minimum near x = 3, so

the equation could only be used for values of x less than this value. The peak of this

equation is not at x = I, but rather at x = 1.1333. This type of equation could well fit an

experiment but could not be used as a general equation.

Saenz (i 964), also discussing on the equation proposed by Desayi and Krishnan,

presents several other equations:

y =x(2 - x) (3-7)

This equation had been adopted by ~e European .concrete Committee and was used

by many investigators to represent the ascending branch of the monotonic stress-strain curve.

This parabola is a particular case of the cubic equation, Eq. (3-2), when the value of n is

taken as 2.

~ also presents another two equations which generalize the equation proposed by

Desayi and Krishnan, Eq.(3-5),

y= nx (3-8)
1+(n-2)x+x2

This equation has control of the initial tangent parameter n, by taking n = 2, it is

reduced to Eq. (3-5). The behavl . of this equation is presented in Fig. 3-4.

The second equation proposed by Saenz goes a step ahead, by allowing control over

both the ascending and the descending branch. Control over the descending branch is
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achieved by defining a point on the descending branch. The equation proposed, in the

nomenclature used here, is expressed as:

where:

y= nx
1+ (R+n - 2)x- (2R- l)x2 +Rx3

R= n(R/-I)_-1-
(RE _1)2 RE

R
f
=flc

it

(3-9)

(Ef' fi) = a point on the descending branch of the curve.

This equation is presented in a very convenient fonn, because its parameters have

physical meaning. The value of R is defined by a point on the descending branch of the

curve. The behavior of this equation is presented in Fig. 3-6. When the value of R is taken

as zero, Eq. (3-9) reduces to Eq. (3-8), and if in addition the value of n is set to two, it then

reduces to the Desayi-Krishnan equation, Eq. (3-5).

Tulin and Gerstle (1964), also commenting on the Desayi-Krishnan equation

proposed the equation:

y =-k... (3-10)
2+x3

This equation is a particular case of Eq. (3-8) for a value of n = 1.5 .

They also suggested a more general expression as:

=(0+ l)x (3-11)
y a+xr

They stated that the constants a and r must be selected for best fit. They did not

present any comments regarding how this fitting could be done, but it can be relatively easily

be shown that if this equation is to have a peak at x = 1, then r should be taken as r =a + 1

and it can be written in the following fonn.

(3-12)rx
Y=r-l+xr

r=_n_
n-I

where
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This equation known as Popovics' (1973) (Mander et al., 1988a; Carreira and Chu,

1985 and 1986a; Tsai, 1988) has proven to be very useful in describing the monotonic

compressive stress-strain curve for concrete. This equation is shown in Fig. 3-5.

Mirza and Hsy (1969) used a relationship in the fonn:

y =sin (~X)+O.2x(x-l)(el-X -1) x E [0,1] (3-l3a)

y=0.226+2.l57x-1.9lx2 +O.596x3 -0.064x4 XE 0,3.4] (3-13b)

This is a very complex relation and it does not possess control over the initial slope.

Smiin (taken from Ghosh, 1970) proposed a very general formulation, expressed in

the notation used here:

nx+(D-l)x2

y = (3-14)
1+(n-2)x+Dx2

where, D = factor controlling the slope of the descending branch.

This equation is another generalization of that by Saenz, Eq. (3-8). By taking D as

one, Eq. (3-14) reduces to Eq. (3-8). This equation, as Eq. (3-9), also has control over the

descending branch. This equation, nevertheless, can give negative values of stress, as can

be seen if Fig. 3-7.

Fafilis and Shah (1985) proposed an equation ofthe form:

y = 1-(l-x)" x E [0,1] (3-15a)

y = e--d(x-IJ
U5 x> 1 (3-15b)

In this equation the value of a depends on the amount and spacing of transverse

reinforcement.

A modification to the Popovics' relation, Eq. (3-12), was suggested by Ihorenfeldl

Tomaszewicz and Jensen (Collins and Mitchell, 1991) in the form:

y = rx (3-16)
r-l +xrl:

In this equation k takes a value of 1 for values of x less than 1 and values greater than

1 for values of x greater than 1. This means that by adjusting the value of k the descending

branch can be made steeper. This approach can be used for unconfmed concrete where for

high values ofconcrete the descending branch becomes very steep, but could not be used for
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the case of confined concrete where the descending branch needs to be flattened. This

equation presents a slope discontinuity at the peak value and the value of k is not continuous.

Tsai (1988) recommended a generalized form of the Popovics' equation,

y = nx (3-17)

( r) xr

1+ n--- x+--
r-l r- I

where, r = factor to control the descending branch of the stress-strain relation. By taking

n =~I Eq. (3-17) reduces to Popovics', Eq. (3-12), and by taking r =2 it is reduced to
r-

Saenz', Eq. (3-8). The behavior of this equation is shown in Fig. 3-8.

The continuous equations reviewed can be classified in the following way:

(a) Equations to represent only the ascending branch:

(I) Bach

(2) Mirza and Hsu

(3) Fafitis and Shah

Eq.(3-1)

Eq.(3-13a)

Eq.(3-1Sa)

(b) Equations to represent the ascending branch and the descending braneh

without having control on the initial slope:

(I) Young

(2) Young

(3) Desayi and Krishnan

(4) Kabaila

(5) Saenz

(6) Tulin and Gerstle

Eq.(3-3)

Eq.(3-4)

Eq.(3-S)

Eq.(3-6)

Eq.(3-7)

Eq.(3-IO)

(c) Equations to represent the ascending branch and the descending branch

having control on the initial slope:

(I) Young

(2) Saenz

(3) Popovics

3-9
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Tsai's Equation

y= nx

( r) x'1+ n--- x+--
r- I r- 1

dy n(I-x')

dx =[ ( r) x' J21+ n--- x+--
r- 1 r-I

( r) x'Lim 1+ n---
I

x+--
I

= I +(n- I)x+x Inx
,-+1 r- r-

Lim x In x=O
.< ..... 0

::.:::-----
'--- ---

nxy = --_....:.:..:::..-_---::-
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Fig. 3-8 Equation Proposed by Tsai (1988)
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(d) Equations that have control on both the ascending branch (initial slope)

and the descending branch:

(1) Saenz

(2) Sargin

(3) Tsai

Eq.(3-9)

Eq.(3-14)

Eq.(3-17)

It should be noted that it is only Tsai's equation that gives reasonable control for all

possibilities, whereas, as seen in Fig. 3-6, in Saenz's equation y > 1 under certain

circumstances, and in Sargin's equation y < O.

The equations of the last type are the most flexible and general, and by comparing

their behavior it was concluded that Tsai's equation is the most suitable to represent the

behavior of both confined and unconfined concrete.

y= nx (3-17)

( r) xr

1+ n--- x+--
r-l r- 1

Furthermore, Mander's original concrete model (1988a) uses Popovics' equation

which is really a special case of Tsai's equation. By adopting Tsai's equation and setting

n =-L...-
1

, all of the standard data calibrated for Mander's confined concrete model can
r-

continue to be utilized. However, the advantage of using this new relationship gives the

added flexibility of controlling the slope of the falling branch curve. This is particularly

necessary for high strength concrete, and also when high strength transverse confining

reinforcement is used. The model of Mander et al. (1988a) in its present form has difficulty

coping with these two phenomena.

3.2.2 Initial Modulus of Elasticity

Several formulae for the modulus of elasticity have been proposed in the literature.

fmny (1960) reported several of these formulae. The first of these equations is the

following:

Ec = 1,00011

3·12
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This equation was in the ACI building code before 1963. Although this equation has

been used extensively because of its simplicity to represent the modulus of elasticity of

normal strength concrete, it overestimates the value of Ec for high strength concrete.

An equation reported by Pauw which was proposed by the ACI-ASCE Committee

323 to estimate the value ofEc for nonnal strength concrete is:

Ee =1,800,000+500// psi
(3-19)

Ee = 12,400+ 500/: MPa

Another equation !,resented by Pauw which was proposed by Jensen in 1943, and is

applicable only to normal strength concrete is:

E
_ 6,000,000 .

c - 2000 pSI
1+--

Ii
(3-20)

E =41,000 MP
c 14 a

1+If
The following linear relationship was developed by Lyse (Pauw, 1960), which is

similar to Eq. (3-19).

Ee = 1,800,000+ 460If psi
(3-21)

Ee =12,400+460// MPa

An equation proposed by Pauw (1960) that was adopted into the ACI building code

since 1963, is applicable to both normal and lightweight concrete.

Ee =33w··sIi! (3-22)

in which I 'e is in psi and w in pcf.

For normal weight concrete, the ACI code assumes a weight of 145 pc!and proposes

the following equation:

Ee =570001i! psi

Ee =4,700Ii! MPa

Pauw also presented another two formulae:

Ee =13.82wI.791! 0."4
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(3-25)Ec = 158.lwI.5II! 030

in which f 'e is in psi and w in pel

This last equation was obtained when excluding the data for concretes having a

(3-26)

psi

compressive strength less that 2000 psi. And according to the author it is believed to be

more reliable than the one adopted by the ACI code. Note the smaller exponent.

Saenz (1964) suggested the following formula for the modulus of elasticity:

IO~Jj[
Ec =---=--=~

I +0.006.[j!

8.300Jj[
Ec = MPa

I +0.072Jj[

CarrasQuillQ et aI. (1981) recommended the following expression for normal weight

concrete:

(3-27)
Ec =40000J1[ + 1000ooo psi

Ec =3300.jJ[ +6900 MPa

[n more recent years, Klink (1985) has shown that the initial elastic modulus is

greater than that calculated with Pauw's equation. Eq. (3-22). In addition, he showed that the

elastic modulus varies across the section. being the smaller values for the points near the

sides of the specimen. The equation Klink proposes is:

Ec =14.6w1.75 fi[ (3-28)

in which I! is in psi and w in pcl This equation gives values of Ec that are about 50

percent higher than those calculated for the other formulae. for normal weight concrete.

3.2.3 Strain at Peak Streaa for Unconfined Concrete

The strain £~ corresponding to the maximum stress If for unconfined concrete has

been found to be a function of the maximum stress. although some authors have taken it as a

constant value. normally 0.002 (Park and Paulay, 1975).

~ (1964) proposed a function in the form:

£~ = (31.5 -if 0.25 )if 0.25 10-5 psi
(3-29)

£~ =(14.3 - 29.4I!0.2S)j!0.25 10-5 MPa
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PQpoyics (1970) reviewed some other expressions:

£~ = 0.000546+ 2.56 x 10-7If psi
(Ros)

£~ =0.000546+3.71 x IO-SI! MPa

,_ If
psi

£c - 680,000+26011

(Brandtzaeg)

,_ If
MPa

£c - 4,690+2601/

£~ =3.7)( IO-s .[i! psi
(Jager)

£~ = 4.5)( 1O-4.[i! MPa

,_ 1/
psi

£c -790,000+3951/
(Hungarian Code)

(3-30)

(3-31)

(3-32)

(3-33)

'- It MP
£c - 5.450 + 3951/ a

Carreira and Chu (1985) proposed an expression based on regression analysis:

£~ =(168 +4.88)( 10-3If»( IO-s psi
(3-34)

£~ =(168 +0.7081/) x IO-s MPa

Sulayfani and Lamimult (1987) suggested the following expression:

£~ =2.5 x 1O:r! 0.246 psi
(3-35)

£~ =8.5 x 10-41: 0.246 MPa

It has been found that the observed strain at peak stress depends in factors such as

humidity, rate ofloading and age [Hughes and Gregory (1972); Dilger, Koch and Kowalczyk

(1984); Soroushian, Choi and Alhamad (1986); Mander et aI. (1984); Bischoff and Perry

(1991)).
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Popovics (1970) reviewed some other expressions:

e~ = 0.000546 + 2.56 x 10-7If psi
(Ros) (3-30)

E~ =0.000546+3.71 x 10-511 MPa

(Brandtzaeg)

, 11
Ec = 680,000+26011

, Il
Ec =4,690+260/1

E~ =3.7 x 10-5 J1J

psi

MPa

psi

(3-31)

E' = /1 MPa
c 5,450+39511

Carreira and Chu (1985) proposed an expression based on regression analysis:

(Jager)

(Hungarian Code)

E~ =4.5 X 10-4 J1J MPa

, /1 .
Ec =790,000+39511 PSI

£~ = (168 +4.88 x 10-3/1) x 10-5 psi

e~=(168+0.70811)xl0-5 MPa

(3-32)

(3-33)

(3-34)

Sulayfani and Lamirault (1987) sugyested the following expression:

(3-35)

It bas been found that the observed strain at peak stress depends in factors such as

humidity, rate ofloading and age [Hughes and Gregory (1972); Dilger, Koch and Kowalczyk

(1984); Soroushian, Choi and Alhamad (1986); Mander et aI. (1984); Bischoff and Perry

(1991)].
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3.2.4 Characteristic of the Descending Branch of the Monotonic

Stress-Strain Curve for Unconfined Concrete

Popovics' equation, Eq. (3-12), has been used extensivdy i!"l representing the

complete stress-strain relationship for unconfined and confined concrete. The descending

branch of this equation is very sensitive to the value of n (initial stiffness ratio), so if a good

estimation of the descending branch is needed it is necessary to choose this value carefully,

but by doing so the initial slope is not maintained. Another way ofovercoming this problem

has been to use a piecewise continuous curve [Eqs. (3-13) and (3-14)].

Kent and Park (1971) proposed a descending linear relationship passing through the

point (E"Jj) with:

3+OJJ02 I!
Ef= I psiIe -1,000

(3-36a)

- 0.02+0.002// MP
£f- 1/-6.9 a

h=0.51/ (3-36b)

Sulayfani and Larnirault (1987) suggested a point on the descending curve as:
I

Ef =(1.68 - I:~()())E~· psi
(3-37a)

h =0.851! (3-37b)

MUlMJl111a et aI. (1991) suggested a linear relation for the descending branch that

passes through the point (£f .1;):

It =0 (3-38b)

SD et al. (1991) proposed a linear descending branch that passes through:

£J =0.005 (3-39.)

It= 3.3//°·83 psi
(3-39b)

It= 1.4//°·83 MPa
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Collins and Mitchell (1991) used a complete equation to model the descending

branch.

where:

and,

r _ rx
Jc -

r- 1+x.tr

It
r= .8+ 2500 pSI

11r= .8+ 17 MPa

k=0.67+~ psi

(3-40a)

(3-40b)

(3-40c)

k=0.67+{; MPa

In the previous equation, the value of k is taken as 1 for the ascending branch and is

calculated using Eq. (3-4Oc) for the descending branch. By using this procedure the

continuity ofthe tangent elastic modulus is lost, as shown in Fig. 3-12.

Some other models have been presented by Wang et al. (1918), Popovics (1970) and

Tsai (1988).

3.3 Recommended Complete Streu-8train Curve for Unconfined Concrete

From the data reported by Klink (1985), the following expression for normal

concrete can be derived:

w =98.55 I! 0.0489 (3-41)

By combining Eqs. (3-25) and (3-41) an expression for the modulus of elasticity

suitable for both normal and high strength concrete is obtained. The proposed equation is:

Eo.4, = 162.0001/ 318 psi
(3-42)

Eo..., =7,2oo/! 31ll MPa

This relationship is plotte4 in Fig. 3·9 and is compared with those mentioned

previously, Eqs. (3-18) to (3-28).

In the previous equation, the modulus of elasticity has been named E 04~ because it

is defmed as the secant modulus from the origin up to a stress of 45% of the concrete
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strength. Mander et al. (1984) recommend an initial modulus of elasticity Ec = 1.1 EO.45 • In

this study the initial elastic modulus was found to be between 10% and 18%, with an

average of 15%, greater than the secant modulus. So the recommended initial modulus of

elasticity is given as:

Ec =185,0001/ 3/8 psi
(3-43)

£.. =8,200/: 318 MPa

Based on the data reported by Sulayfani and Lamirault (1987) the following simpler

equation is proposed:
1'1 1/4

/ Jc .
£c =4,000 pSI

(3-44)

1/ 1/4
£1 =_c_ MPa

c 28

which will also fit the data for high strength concrete presented by Muguruma et aI. (1991).

Thus, this equation may be used to represent the strain at peak stress for both normal and

high strength concrete. Eq. (3-44) is plotted in Fig. 3-10 and compared with those

mentioned previously, (Eqs. 3-29 to 3-35).

A simple explicit equation for the para!neter r was adopted. The stress-strain curves

obtained compared well with those suggested by Collins and Mitchell (1991). The proposed

formula, for the descending branch, is given directly in terms of the parameter r of Tsai's

equation, Eq' (3-17), as:

11
r= 750 -1.9 psi

(3-45)
f.'

r= 5~2 -1.9 MPa

In this section, a complete stress-strain curve for unconfined concrete is proposed.

The equation to describe the monotonic compressive stress-strain curve for unconfined

concrete is based on Tsai's equation:

y = nx (3-46.)
1+(n--r-)x+...:L-.

r-l r-l

where x =£~ and y =/.f~, n and r are parameters to control the shape of the curve.
Ec c
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The equation parameter n is defined by the initial modulus of elasticity, the concrete

strength and the corresponding strain. The initial modulus of elasticity and peak strain as

they were defined previously are given by:

Ec =185,OOO/!3J8 psi

Ec =8, 2oo/! 318 Mpa

and,

I.' ./4e' =_C_ psi
c 4, ()()()

I.' .'4e' =_c_ MPa
c 28

Thus the parameter n is defined as:

Ece~ Ec 46n=--=-=-- psi
If Erec If 318

(3-46b)

MPa

The parameter r as it was defmed previously in this section is given by:

It 19 .r=750-. pSI

(3-46e)

I.'
r= 5~2 -1.9 MPa

The relation represented by Eqs. (3-46) is shown graphically in Fig. 3-11 for oridnary

and high strength concrete up to 12000 psi. Analytical stress-strain relations given by

Collins and Mitchell (1991) are presented in Fig. 3-12. In the equation used by them, a

noncontinuous factor is used. The single equation used here has the advantage of being

adaptable for both confined 8nd unconfined concrt"",';, as it allows the descending branch to

shift either upward or downward, using the parameters n and r which are plotted in Fig.

3-13.
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3.4 Confinement of Concrete

It has been shown by many investigators and is an accepted fact, that transverse

reinforcement improves both the strength and the ductility of concrete. Several models have

been put forward to describe this effect on the propenies of confined concrete, and the

mechanics of passive confinement by reinforcing steel has been explained successfully by

Sheikh and Uzumeri (1980) for square sections with rectilinear hoops, and by Mander et al.

(1988a) for all cases including rectangular. sections with hoops and ties, and circular sections

with either spirals or hoops.

The first attempts to describe the effect of confinement on the strength and ductility

of concrete were empirical. Several authors proposed confinement models for rectangular

and circular hoops. It was recognized that circular hoops provided better confinement than

rectangular hoops. Generally, confinement models can be classified as hoop confinement

models and material confinement models. The hoop confinement models are normally

directed to descD"be the confinement mechanism within the context of a cross section, while

the material confinement models try to explain the effect ofbiaxial or triaxial state of stresses

on the ultimate strength ofconcrete.
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(3-48)

3.4.1 Confinement Models

One of the first attempts to define the effect of confinement on the ultimate strength

of concrete was made by Richatt et al. (1928). They used active hydrostatic fluid pressure

to confine concrete and proposed the following relationships

Ife =If+kl ji (3-46.)

E~c = E: (I +k2~ ) (3-46b)

Here, I~ and E~e are the confined concrete strength and corresponding strain under

the confining fluid pressure /" and .f'c and E'e are the unconfined concrete strength and

corresponding strain. Factor k\ was found to be 4.1 while k2 = 5 k\. Because of its

simplicity, this equation has been widely applied, and was the basis of the confinement

requirements for concrete columns in ACI-318 (Park and Paulay, 1975).

Balmer (l949) found the value of k\ to vary between 4.5 and 7.0. He also used an

active hydrostatic fluid pressure on standard size cylinders. which led him to suggest the

fonowing expression:

(
1/)°·73Itc =It 1+9.175 I: (3-47)

ChIn (1955) proposed a trilinear curve dependent on the volumetric ratio of the tie

steel to concrete core to simulate the passive confinement of transverse rectilinear lies. He

considered that this was the only variable affecting the strength and ductility of concrete

confined, and that this was the first attempt to evaluate the effect of the passive confinement

of transverse reinforcement upon the behavior of concrete under eccentric compression. He

used specimens 6 x 6 x Iltin. and 6 x3~ x 52 in.

Blume. Newmark and Corniga (1%1) proposed an expression for the strength

enhancement due to rectangular hoops. Their equation used the result obtained by Richart et

al. (1928), Eqs. (3-46), where the confining stress was considered to be given by:

It =o.sC A;il1l
)
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where the term a is the longer side of the rectangular concrete area enclosed by the hoop and

Ish is the stress in the hoop, While s is the hoop spacing and A.1t is the hoop cross sectional

area, The reduced efficiency of the rectangular hoop in confining the core cOtlcrete was taken

into account by introducing the preceding 0.5 factor, as shown by Iyengar et al. This IS not a

conservative assumption.

Roy and Sozen (1964) proposed a model in which the strength of concrete was not

influenced by the degree of confinement. Their bilinear rela\ion only cC'nsidered an effect of

passive confinement on the descending branch of the stres~-strain relationship, This model

was based on data obtained from tests on prisms (5 x 5 x 25 in), T:ley considered a strain at

peak Mress of 0.002, and the ascending branch was taken linear. The obvious simplifications

were to be refined by some authors afterward.

Soliman and Yu (1967) suggested a piecewise continuous curve composed of a

parabola for the ascending branch, a honzontal plateau and a descending curve. Their

equations were based on experimental data obtained for rectangular binders. They studied

the effect of size. type and spacing of binaers, shape of the cross-section and cover, then

proposed an empirical model based on these variables.

(3-49_)

(3-49b)

ftc =fc (1 + 0.05 q")

q" = (1.4 Aeon -0.45) Ash(S-s')
Agroos A,"S+0.0028Bs

in which Acor~ = area of bound concrete under compression, Agrou = area of concrete under

compression, s' = longitudinal spacing of transverse I einforcement. b I = breadth of bound

concrete cross-section, d I = effective' depth of bound concrete cross-section and

B=bl or 0.7d l • whicheveritthegreater.

Iyenaar. Desayi and Reddy (1970) developed some empirical expressions for circular

and square spiral confinement, as well as for stirrup confinement.

The confinement pressure for circular spiral hoops proposed by Iyengar et ai, was:

with:

(3-50)
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where s' is the least hlteral dimension. It was assumed that a hoop spacing greater than the

least lateral dimension produces no du~tiJity or strength enhancement. This approach was

also used by Soliman and r' u.

For stirrup.:> the confining pressure was found to be:

fi=:O.174 2Aslthlt(.l. . ..L) (3-51)
~ ass'

where a was defined in Eq. (3-48) i ~ote the preceding factor reflecting the less efficient

confinement of rectilinear ties. Their experiments showed less efficiency for rectilinear ties

than that as~u;ned by Blume et al.

They also loOSed a linear relation of th~ form proposed by Richart et al., Eqs. (3-46),

where they foufld a value of k) = 4.6. The coefficient k2 for spiral hoops was found to be k2

10 kl' and for rectilinear ties k2 = 8.8 k( .

S.3fgin (1971) proposed three equations to pIedict the ultimate strength and one

equation 0 represent the cOl.·esponding strain. A continuous curve was proposed to

repres\lnt stress-strain relationship, Eq. (3-14), where the parameters n and D were calibrated

empiri~ally from test results on square cross-sectional prisms.

~ent and Park (197]) presented 1 piecewise contmuous mode] composed of an

ascending parabola (simill!f to that proposed by Soliman and Yu), then a linear descending

branch with a slope that depends on the amount of confinement and finally a sustained stress

ofO.2f'r' Their model did not reflected any strength enhancement due to the confinement

steel. This model was later modified by Park, Priestley and Gill (1982) to include the effect

of confinement upon the strength ofconcrete.

This model assumed a peak strain of 0.002 for unconfined concrete. In terms of the

Richart et al. linear relationship Eos. 0-46), Park et al. proposed the coefficients to be k) = ~

= 1, and the equivalent confining pressure given by:

Ii =pshlt (3-52)
where ps is the ratio of hoop reinforcement to volume of concrete core measured to outside

of the hoops.

Le3lie and Park (] 974) proposed a model for the confinement of circular columns in

which the ascending branch was composed of two parabolas. The descending branch was
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composed of an inclined line with a slope -Z , it was assumed that concrete can sustain a

stress ofO.21! indefinitely, with:

Z= N( If )I.lJ N= {15500 psi (3-53)
lie p.I)' 107 MPa

Vallenase Bertero and Popov (1977) proposed a model similar to that by Kent and

Park (1971) but the ascending branch reflects the effect of confinement. Instead of the

parabola proposed by Kent and Park, they proposed an expression in which the initial slope

can be specified. The coordinate of the peak proposed by Vallenas et aI. is given by:

£~c =0.0024+0.0005(1-0.734 ;" )p" fir (3-54a)

jie -1 =0.0091 (1 - 0.245;" )(p" +~P ) fir (3-54b)

where p" is the ratio of the total volume of confining transverse reinforcement to the volume

of confined concrete, both only for the confined compressive zone of the beanl cross section;

p is the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the longitudinal bars to the total concrete area,

both in the confined compressive zone, h" is the average dimension of the compressive zone,

defined by the expression h" = (h", + h"2) / 2; where h'\ and h"2 are the dimensions of the

compressive zone, measured to outside ofthe hoops; s is the hoop spacing, d" is the nominal

diameter of the transverse reinforcement and D is the nominal diameter of the reinforcing

bars.

Priestley. Park and Potangaroa (1981) used an expression based on Richart's equation

(1928), which is similar to that by Blume et al. The confining pressure for spirally confined

concrete is assumed to be based on a uniformly distributed tube of steel:

1'./-- 2A,ph"
Jj (3-55)

d. s"
Sheikh and Uzumeri (1982) proposed a rational model where the geometry of a

square section and the rectilinear reinforcement distribution is directly taken into account.

They then used experimental data to fit a proposed confining coefficient. The final equation

suggested by them for square cross-sections is written as:

lIe =I0+ 2.73B2[(I_ nC2)(1- L)2] Jp rl (3-56)11 . PDeC 5.582 28 sJ.
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where, Pocc =0.8511(B2 -A.), B = centerto center distance of tie of square core, A. = area

of longitudinal steel, p. = volumetric ratio of transverse steel, If = stress in the lateral steel

at the time of maximum resistance of confined concrete, C = center to center distance

between longitudinal bars, s = center to center hoop spacing, n = number of bars on

perimeter ofcore.

Ahmad and Shah (1982b) presented a model for the confinement of spiral

reinforcement. 7heir model uses Sargin's equation, Eq. (3-13), and the parameters were

determi~ed by fitting experimental results. They proposed a confining pressure given by:

fi = P.J"II(l_ ~)
2 ~ 1.25 dec

(3-57.)

(3-57b)

(3-57c)

k - 0.047 ,rO.19 (3-57d)
2 - (11 )1.2 11

Shah. Fafitis and Arnold (1988) suggested a model for spirally confined concrete

similar to that by Ahmad and Shah. In their model the envelope curve is composed of two

different equations, one for the ascending branch and another for the descending branch. The

proposed confined concrete strength equations is:

fcc =fl + (1.15 + 3J18 ).rr (3-58.)

with, f, =2A.llly1t (1__1_) (3-S8b)
r d S 1.25d

This model assumes that the effect of confinement disappears when the spacing is

greater than about O.2Sd, where d is the column diameter. It should be noted that the

experimental data on full size spirally confined columns reported by Mander et aI. (1988b)

show that this is an unrealistic implication.

Mander et aI. (1988a) proposed lUl analytical model for confined concrete which used

a plasticity based five parameter failure model after Walliam and Warnke (1975) applied to a

three dimensional (3D) hypoelastic constitutive model proposed by Elwi and Murray (1979).

The equation used by Popovics, Eq. (3-11), was used to represent the stress-strain
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Fig. 3-14 Some Proposed Stress--Strain Curves for Confined Concrete
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relationship. In this model the geometry of the section is taken into account by defining an

effectively confined concrete core. This approach is an advanced version of the one used by

Sheikh and Uzumeri (1982). The approach is applicable to any section shape (both

rectangular and circular) and reinforcing type (rectilinear hoops, ties, and spirals or circular

hoops). This model appears to be the only one that incorporates dynamic loading effects as

well as cyclic loading. Details ofthe model are discussed below.

3.4.2 Confinement Mechanism

The lateral confining stresses are unevenly distributed along the depth of the

compression zone (Soliman and Yu, 1967). The confining pressure comes from the

transverse steel that is passively resisting the lateral expansion of the concrete subjected to

compression. This confining action on the concrete makes it both stronger and more ductile.

The most simple approach is to use empirical formulations to relate the confined strength and

ductility to the unconfined properties of concrete. A more rational approach is to use a

constitutive model to describe the effect of a multiaxial state of stress upon the ultimate

strength of concrete. Many such models have been proposed in the literature, (Mills and

Zimmerman, 1970; Liu, Nilson and Slate, 1972; Kupfer and Gerstle, 1973; Chen, A.C.T and

Chen W.F., 1975; Darwin and Pecknold, 1977; Cedolin, Crotzen and Dei Poli, 1977;

Ottosen, 1979; Kotsovos and Newman, 1979; Elwi and Murray, 1979; Bazant and Kim,

1979; Chen and Ting, 1980; Ahmad and Shah, 1982; Chuan-zhi, Zhen-hai and Xiu-qin,

1987).

3.4.2.1 Confinement of Circular Sections

The model proposed by Mander et al. (1988a) will be adopted herein, as it appears to

be the only generalized model that is applicable to all section shapes. For circular section the

effective lateral pressure is given by:

fi= ikePlh
with k, is the confinement effectiveness coefficient defined by:

k -~e-
Ace
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The confining bars are assumed to yield by the time the maximum stress in the

concrete is reached, in which case Is = /ylt.

The effectively confined area shown in Fig. 3-15 can be calculated as:

A" =1t~ (1-0.5 ~r (3-61)

where d. = diameter of circular or spiral hoops, s' = clear longitudinal spacing

between spirals in which arching action of the concrete develops, the power k has a value of2

for circular hoops and I for spirals (helix).

The concrete core area is calculated as:

Aee =(I-Pec) 1t~ (3-62)

Psis the volumetric ratio of the transverse confining steel to the confined core given

by:

ps =4A sil (3-63)
s ds

Pee is the volumetric ratio of the longitudinal steel in the confined core given by:

pee = Adst2 (3-64)
1t s

Thus, the final expression is given by:

(1_05t.)k
fi = P./s . ds (3-65)

2 I-Pee

3.4.2.2 Confinement of RectangUlar Sections

The effectively confined area for rectangular sections is shown in Fig. 3-15 and is

given by:

(

II (w~)2)( Sf )( S' )A,,= bedc-j;-6- I-O,S
he

1-0,S
de

The concrete core area is given by:

Ace =bcdc-A st
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The lateral confinement pressure for rectangular sections can have different values in

each direction. In this case a general three dimensional state of stress is developed. The

lateral pressure for each direction (x andy) is calculated as:

in which,

Aup.. =
sde

Au = total area oftransverse reinforcement parallel to the x axis.

Asy
py =sbe

Asy = total area oftransverse reinforcement parallel to the y axis.

(3-68)

(3-69)

r
d~

L

II
¢:::::::=::========? jj .

+-w'~
J:-J:

J:

Fig. 3-15 CODfinemeDt MechaDism for Circular aDd RectaDguiar
Croll SeetiODI
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(3-70a)

3.4.3 Confinement Effect on Strength

The ultimate strength surface proposed by Mander et al. (1988a), led to a plot relating

the confining pressure with the confined strength ratio. The procedure to find this value is

rather complex and an iterative procedure has to be used. The results of this procedures

were presented in a plot to obviate the lengthy calculations involved. In this section an

approximate equation is proposed, that can be use to represent the failure surface proposed

by Mander et aI.

The equation proposed is:

K= fie =1+AX(O.1 + 0.9 _)
fi I+Bx

with:

- fh +fb.
x= 2f1

r - Ji~ 1" 1"- fb. In. ~JII

A =6.8886 - (0.6069 + 17.27Sr)e-4·989r

(3-70b)

(3-70c)

(3-70d)

B = 4.5 - 5 (3-70e)
~(O.9849 - 0.6306 e-3.8939,) - 0.1

The comparison between the analytical results and the approximate equation

presented above is shown in Fig.3-16.

This equation can be put in the form suggested by Richart et aI. (1929):

J:e =.fco +kJ.fi

By taking .It as the average of III and 1/2' this can be rewritten as:

K fie 1 k-= "'iI = + IX
Jeo

with,

(3-71)

(3-72a)

For a symmetric triaxial state of stress It =Itl =f /2. the analytical confinement

coefficient K given by Mander et at. (1988a) is:

K=-1.254+2.254b +7.94x -2.0x (3-73)
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By combining Eqs. (3-72a) and (3-73) the following equation is obtained:

2.254(J1+ 7.94x - 1) - 2.0x
k. = (3-74)x

Richart et al. (1929) found this value to be an average:

k1 =4.1 (3-75)

While Balmer (1949) found a more complex relationship that can be expressed by:

(1 +9 .1 75x)O.73 - I
k. = (3-76)x

Hobbs and Pomeroy (1974) suggested the following modification to the factor given

by Richart et. aI., to improve the accuracy for higher levels ofconfining pressure:
k. = 3.7x ~.14 (3-78)

Recently Saatcioglu and Razvi (1992) have proposed the following expression based

on the data from Richart et al. (1929):

kl =6.7(fi)-1I·17 (3-79)

In the previous expression /, is given in MPa. Assuming a concrete strength of

approximately 30 MPa, the following expression is obtained:

k. =3.8x-O•17 (3-80)

Eqs. (3-74) through (3-80) are compared in Fig. 3-17.

3.4.4 Confinement Effect on Ductility

When the concrete is subjected to high levels of compressive stress it expands

laterally due to the Poisson effect. In a concrete column, this expansion forces the lateral

hoops outward. The initial behavior of confined concrete should not be different to the

unconfined behavior, because at low levels of axial load the stresses in the hoops are low, as

is the confining pressure. The maximum stress is affected by the amount of confining hoops

as is the strain at which this occurs. The shape of the descending branch of the stress-strain

relationship is also affected. Richart et aI. (1929) suggested an expression in the form:

Eee =Eeo ( I +k2X) (3-81a)

with,

(3-81 b)
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This expression will be adopted herein because it has been confirmed experimentally

by Balmer (1949), Mander et al. (l988b) and Saatcioglu et aI. (1992). For high strength

transverse steel Zahn et aI. (1990) found the value of k2 to be between 1.7 and 5 times k l , a

value of 3 was used as an average.

3.4.5 Confinement Effect on the Descending Branch

Based on a series of tests performed previously by Mander et al. (1988b) at the

University of Canterbury, the following empirical relationship for confined concrete is

proposed:

with,

(3-82c)

and,

Ef= 3E~c

Ii =fIe - ~fcc

~fee =K~fe(~ +0.2)

K - fIe- ,
fe

(3-82.)

(3-82b)

(3-82d)

Where A fe is the stress drop for unconfined concrete for a strain Ee =3£~, as shown in Fig.

3-19. The confined concrete strength (Ice) is calculated through Eq. (3-70a).

3.5 Concrete In Tension

An accurate estimation of the concrete strength and behavior is important as it is a

main factor in the assessment of shear deformations and stresses by means of the Modified

Compression Field Theory (Vecchio and Collins, 1986~ Vecchio, 1989~ Collins and Mitchell,

1991), or the Softened Truss Theory (Hsu, 1993). Cracking, which is governed by the

tensile characteristics ofconcrete, is an important property of concrete, that affects its overall

behavior.
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The strength of concrete in direct tension can be estimated through the equation

suggested by the ACI Committee 209 (ACI 209R-82):

It =gl JwIf (3-83)

where w is the specific weight, that for normal weight concrete can be taken as 145 Ib/ff, the

factor gl is approximate 1/3. This equation gives rather conservative values for the tension

strength of concrete, Carreira and Chu (1986a) recommend to take the 81 between 0.45 and

0.55, which results in the equation:

It =6J If psi
(3-84)

It = 0.5 JIf MPa

Collins and Mitchell (1991) recommend a lower value, for softened truss analysis:

It =4Jf1 psi
(3-85)

It =0.33Jf1 MPa

This formulation implicitly assumes that the average concrete stress between diagonal cracks

is two-thirds of the maximum given by Eq, (3-84). The monotonic tensile stress strain

relationship suggested by Vecchio and Collins (1986) is given by:

f: = EeEc I£el ~El

in which

1. - f1.1 0.2 j;.
e - 1+ jsOOe,

f, = concrete tension strength

(3-86)

£, = strain at peak tension stress

f1.I,o.2 = factors accounting for bond characteristics of reinforcement and

sustained or repeated loading respectively.

Hsu (1993) adopted a different relationship for the descending branch suggested by

Tarnai et al. (1988),

Ie =f,( ~~ )~.4 (3-87)

Barnard (1964) dealing with the brittle nature of concrete in tension wrote: "Sudden

rupture is not a property of a concrete specimen but is rather a consequence oj the testing
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conditions". With the use of stiff electrohydraulic-controlled testing machines, the complete

stress-deformation behavior of concrete can be obtained. The shape of the monotonic

tension stress-strain curve has been shown (Carreira and Chu, 1986a; Yankelevsky and

Reinhardt, 1987b) to have a descending branch similar to that of monotonic compression.

Carreira and Chu proposed the use ofPopovics equation, but as shown before Tsai's equation

is more general and flexible, so the monotonic tension stress-strain curve will be represented

by the equation.

(3-88)

where,

branch.

fc=f, nx
( r) xr

1+ n--- x+--
r- I r-l

x =~c, n =E~£I and r = parameter to control the shape of the descending
I JI

It is worth noting that dut. to the fact that the observed tensile strength depends

strongly on the testing conditions, experimental data on direct tensile strength tends to be

more scattered than data for compression strength of plain concrete. Considerable data

scattering for the descending branch of concrete in tension given by Vecchio and Collins

(1986) makes the choice of any simple equation justifiable, thus Eq. (3-88) was suggested to

be consistent with that ofconcrete in compression.

3.6 Compression Softening Effect

It has been found that transverse tensile strains substantially reduces the apparent

strength and stiffness of concrete when compared with the uniaxial compression capacity

(Vecchio and Collins, 1986). A number of investigators have addressed this phenomenon

and proposed different constitutive relationships. In 1982 Vecchio and Collins proposed a

modification ofboth the peak stress and the strain at peak stress by a factor 13 in the form:

1
13= £\

0.87 -0.27£2
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where £1 = principal tensile strain, and £2 = principal compression strain. The effect of this

model is shown in Fig. 3-18a.

This model was later modified (Vecchio and Collins, 1986) to made it simpler for

design purposes, as:

J\ = 1 £1 (3-89b)
0.80+0.34£0

where Eo = strain at peak stress for uniaxially loaded concrete.

Recently Vecchio and Collins (1993) have proposed two new improved models

(Model A and Model B) to account for the softening effects. These new models were

statistically calibrated using a much larger database. In Model A the softening factor is

applied to both strength and strain and is given by:

~ = 1 (3-89c)
1+KcKf

in which: Kc=0.3S(-::1 -0.28 rIO 21.0

Kr=0.182S[jJ 2 1.0

While for Model B the softening factor, applied to strength only, is given as:
1

J\ =1+K
c

(3-89d)

in which: Kc =0.27(:~ -0.37)

Vecchio and Collins (1993) aIso presented models proposed by other investigators:

Mikame et aI. (1991), applied to strength only:
A _ 1
~ - ( )0.167 (3-8ge)

0.27+0.96 ~

Veda et aI. (1991):

J\= 0.8+0.6(l~1+0.2)0.39 (3-891)

Belarbi and Hsu (1991) have proposed different softening factors for strength and ductility

which are functions ofthe principal tension strain, the orientation of the cracks respect to the
reinforcement (9) and the type ofloading:

(3-891)

(3-89b)
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Fig. 3-18 Softening Modell proposed by Vecchio and CoUins (1982,1986, 1993)
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Both Model A and Model B presented by Vecchio and Collins (1993) use the

equation by Thorenfeldt et aI. (Eq. 3-16) as the "base curve" shown in Figs. 3-18c,d. The

Thorenfeldt's equation is identical to Popovics equation (Eq. 3-12) on the ascending branch,

and Popovics equation behave similar to Tsai's equation (Eq. 3-17, Fig. 3-8) in this ran~e.

The equations for the softening parameter given by Vecchio and Collins (1993) were

calibrated over the ascending branch, which in tum means that it would be justifiable to use

Tsai's equation in conjunction with any of the softening parameters suggested by them.

Vecchio and Collins (1993) also show that Models A and B are superior to all

previous models, (Eqs. 3-8ge to 3-89h), with Model A being only marginally better than

Model B. In the present study Model B is adopted for computational simplicity.

3.7 Dynamic Effects on Concrete Behavior

Most dynamic tests on concrete found in literature have been performed on plain

concrete cylinders or small reinforced concrete models. The dynamic effect on full siz.e

reinforced concrete members was studied by Mander et at ~ 1988a) leading to the following

proposed strength magnification Jetor:

I 1

1/6

, 1+ e 2
D _faJ _ 0.035(f!)

'1- /.' - 1 1
1
/
6

c 1+ 0.00001
0.035(f!)2

(3-90)

where f~ = dynamic concrete strength, I! = quasi static concrete strength and £. = strain

rate in sec-I.
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3.8 Modeling Hysteretic Behavior

Some general observations are described in this section with respect to the basic

behavior of concrete which dictate the characteristics of a rule based hysteretic model.

3.8.1 Basic Components of a Hysteretic Model

Three basic components can be identified in the hysteretic behavior of any material or

structural element. These are shown diagramatically in Fig. 3-20 and described below.

(1) Envelope curves: can be fixed or relocatable, can also be of constant amplitude or

scaleable. These curves are the "back bones" ofthe general hysteretic behavior. Shifting and

scaling is used to simulate degradation. Degradation can also be simulated, not by shifting

the entire curve. but by shifting the returning point. This means that the point of return to an

envelope curve is different to the point where the last reversal occurred from.

(2) Connecting curves: are the connection between the envelope curves. There can

be several points of inflection in these curves, as it is used to represent pinching (crack

closure), and other softening or hardening phenomena within the material or structural

element. Normally more than one equation has to be used to represent this kind of curve.

(3) Transition curves: When a reversal from a connecting curve takes place a

transition curve has to be used to make the transition to the connecting curve that goes in the

opposite direction. If the transition curve is taken directly to the envelope curve. the model

can become unstable, presenting unwanted shifting under local looping (common on most

applications).

The terms positive and negative used in the diagram do not refer to the sign of the

ordinate but to the direction of the abscissa change, in other words, the direction of

displacement in the positive or negative direction.
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PEC . POSITIVE ENVELOPE CURVE

NEC: NEGATIVE ENVELOPE CURVE

PCC : POSITIVE CONNECTING CURVE

NCC: NEGATIVE CONNECTING CURVE

PTC : POSITIVE TRANSITION CURVE

NTC: NEGATIVE TRANSITION CURVE

R : REVERSAL

POSITIVE =POSITIVE DIRECTION

NEGATIVE = NEGAliVE DIRECTION

Fig.3-20 Relationship Between Curves in a Rule-Based Model

3.8.2 A General Approach to Assessing Degradation Within Partial

Looping in a Rule-Based Hysteretic Model

A rule-based hysteretic model has nonnally two ways of assessing degradation. The

first method uses a shifting ofthe origin of the envelope curve or of the returning point on it,

the second one uses a scaling variable to reduce the amplitude of the envelope curve. Most

models are calibrated to assess complete loop degradation, normally related to the way in

which experiments are performed, but in some cases they lack the ability for assessing local

loop degradation. In this section a general procedure directed to assess local looping

degradation is advanced.

Let (x""' y.",) be an unloading point on the positive envelope curve where a reversal

has occurred. Also let (xto' y,J be the target point on the negative envelope curve, which is
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completely defined by the reversal point and the previous history of the hysteretic behavior.

Finally, let (x""' Y",,) be a returning point on the positive envelope curve, again this point

should be completely defined by the target point and the previous history, as shown in Fig.

3-21

3.8.2.1 First partial reversal

The unloading curve connects the unloading point (x""' Yun) with the target point (xra ,

Yr.,). should the unloading have been complete, the total displacement undergone would be:

1: 1.itIQ =Xun -Xta +Xre -Xta =Xun +Xre -2xta

In the case of an incomplete unloading, Fig 3-22, the total displacement is:

}.: l.itl. =X un - X ro +X",l - X ro =x.."+Xrel - 2xro

A factor k. can be defined as:

(3-91a)

(3-91b)

(3-92)k _1: 1&1.
I - 1: 1&10

It can be clearly seen that when this factor is zero the actual total displacement is

zero, which means that no degradation is needed because there was no movement at all. At

the other extreme, when the factor has a value of one, the degrading function should take the

reloading curve to the returning point. The actual mapping of the intermediate cases can take

any monotonic shape, a linear mapping being the logical choice, unless it can be calibrated

with actual experimental data. This can result in having to solve a non-linear system of

equations, as the factor 1;. that defines the returning point abscissa is a function of the

modified returning point itself.

If the degrading function for a complete cycle has the form of a shifting displacement

on the positive enVf;[ope curve, then an explicit solution can be given. Let ~o be this

function, such that the returning point abscissa can be calculated as:

Then Eq. (3-91 a) becomes:

Xrll =x.."+&0
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1: IAxlo=2(x"n - Xta) +Axo (3-94)

The transfonned displacement increment !Jx, for an incomplete unloading is defined

such that the modified returning point can be calculated by:

(3-95)

Thus, Eq. (3-91b) becomes:

into (3-97) and performing algebraicBy substituting Eqs.

manipulations,

IIAtI t =2(x"n - x ro ) +At 1

A linear proportionality of displacement increments will result in:

Axl Axo
Ilxl, =Ilxlo

(3-94) and (3-95)

A~ _ X"n -xro A_
LMoI - LMoO

X un -Xta

(3-96)

(3-97)

(3-98)

Once the modified displacement has been calculated then the modified returning point

can be calculated by using Eq. (3-95). As a general case this point is defined by solving the

equations that define the returning point uniquely, by applying 8 mapping function 8'1.

previuosly described.

3.8.2.2 Partial reloading

In the case of a total reloading from an incomplete unloading, the reloading

curve will reach the positive envelope curve at the modified returning point (x""" Y""I)' An

unloading from this point would aim at a new target point (xtal ' Yta ,) which should be a

function of the returning point (x~" Y~l)' If on the other hand an incomplete reloading takes

place, the target point (xtal' Ytal) needs to be modified. This can be done by defining a new

unloading point (xuIl2' YUIl2)'

The displacement for a total reloading from the point of reloading (x"" y,J to the

returning point (X"'l' y ....,) is:

(3-99)
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Fig. 3-22 Reloading from a Partial Unloading
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Fig. 3-23 Unloading from a Partial Reloading

When an incomplete reloading occurs. and the unloading takes place from (Xrb.Yrb).

then the total displacement from the reloading point (xro' Yro) is:

I.IAxb =Xrb -Xro

By linear proportionality of the displacement increments:

Ax2 Ax l

IIAxl 3 =Ilatb
By replacing Eqs. (3-99) and (3-100) into Eq. (3-101):

Ax - Xrb -Xro at
2 - X~I -Xro 1

This displacement increment still refers to the unloading point abscissa Xliii ' thus:
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It should be noticed that if no displacement takes place from the reloading point xrh =

xm then the displacement increment LU2 is zero which is correct, meaning that the target

point is the original one At this point the previous unloading abscissa is substituted by that

calculated in Eq. (3 -103). The next step is then to look at a partial unloading again.

3.8.2.3 Partial Unloading from a Partial Reloading

The new unloading point (xun2 ' Yun2) calculated in Eq. (3-103) defines a target point

(X'oJ2' Y,a2) and returning point (xre2' Y,...2)' just as the unloading from the positive envelope

curve The difference is that now the starting point is not at the unloading point (xun2' Yun2)

but at the point of reversal (xrh' Yr/J)

Because the unloading point has been replaced by the new unloading point, the "2"

can be dropped from all the definitions. Thus, the displacement increment to reach the

returning point is·

(3-104)

Eq. (3-91a) has to be modified to include the new starting point:

(3-105)

In case of an incomplete unloading from (xrb' Yrf,) at the reloading point (xro' Yro)' a new

displacement increment has to be defined.

axl =Xrel -Xun

The total displacement to reach the modified returning point (x""), Yrel) is:

I:laxl) = Xrb - X ro +Xre3 - X ro = Xrb +X un - 2xro +axl

Finally by applying linear proportionality,

A~ _Xrb+ Xun-2xroA _
UA-l - UA-O

Xrb +X un - 2x1a
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This is the general form of Eq. (3-98). Any other parameter that depends on the unloading

point can then be modified accordingly.

The application of the procedure just described can be summarized as follows:

(1) At the point ofunloading (Xliii) from the envelope curve calculate:

(a) The target point (xta)

(b) The displacement increment to reach the returning point (Axo)

(2) Make xrb = XU"

(3) In case ofa partial unloading (x,J use Eq. (3-108) to calculate the returning point

(4) In case of a partial reloading (xrb) use Eq. (3-102) to calculate a new unloading

point (Xliii) and calculate:

(a) The target point (xta)

(b) The displacement increment to reach the returning point (AxO>

(5) Repeat from step (3).

The procedure was developed in terms of abscissas, and could have been described in

terms of the ordinates, but in some cases the hysteretic behavior observed is not

monotonically increasing but it can present peaks which can in turn represent ambiguities.

This would make the ordinate an unsuitable variable to use. Another approach could be the

use of energy (area under the curve) which is a more rational approach, but this approach

requires much more computation, for sometimes the area has to be calculated numerically.

3.8.3 A Smooth Transition Curve for Mathematical Modeling

The need for a transition curve in mathematical modeling has led some researchers to

propose various equations. Perhaps the most notable ofall is the Ramberg-Osgood equation
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Osgood (1935). A kind of inverse fonn of the R-O equation is the equation proposed by

Menegotto and Pinto (1913), which has also been used extensively. Although useful, these

equations are not simple to use when applied to certain problems, and nonnally require a

degree of iteration to compute their control parameters.

A general equation that starts from an initial point (xo' yo> with an slope Eo and ends

up at a final point (xl')1/) with a slope Ef is needed. A cubic polynomial of the form:

y=ax3 +bx2 +cx+d (3-109)

can be fitted to satisfy the conditions presented, but as it is known a cubic polynomial might

present a change of curvature, what means that it may not represent a monotonic transition.

The curvature is related to the second derivative, which in this case would be a linear

equation, that has to cross the r axis at some point. An equation that does not present this

kind of change in curvature is needed. The proposed algebraic equation has the general

form:

(3-110)

By taking derivative,

1= Eo+AB(r- xo)B-l (3-111)

If it is now assumed that the factor B has a value greater than 1, otherwise the first derivative

would be indeterminate at x =xo' Thus,

y(xo)=Eo

The derivative at the final point should be Ef , then:

.J B-1
J (x/)=E/=Eo+AB(x/-xo)

Also, AB(x/-xo)B-l =E/ -Eo

By evaluating the ordinate at the final point,

Or,
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y

x
Fig.3-24 A Smooth Transition Curve

By dividing Eqs. (3-114) by (3-116),

B= EJ-Eo

E_-Eo

Finally,

where,
E _Yt-Yo

- - xf-xo

In a more general form, the final expression is given as:

where,

A =E.c- E"
IXf-XoI R

and E_ is given by Eq. (3-119).
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3.9 Cyclic Properties of Confined and Unconfined Concrete

The monotonic curve forms the envelope for the stress-strain cyclic behavior. This

was shown experimentally by Sinha, Gerstle and Tulin (1964) ; and Karsan and Jirsa (1969)

and modeled by Mander et aI. (1988a) for unconfined concrete in cyclic compression. For the

case of confined concrete Mander et aI. (1988b) also performed tests and validated their

model (1988a). Experiments by Gopalaratnam and Shah (1985); and Yankelevsky and

Reinhardt (1987b) have shown that this is also the case for concrete in cyclic tension.

3.9.1 Compression Envelope Curve (Rules 1 and 5)

The compression envelope curve is defined by the initial slope Ec' the peak

coordinate (e~c, fIc)' Tsai's equation r factor and a factor x;=-r> I to define the spalling

strain.

Both the compression and tension envelope curves can be written in non-dimensional

form by the use of the following equations:

where,

nx
y(x) =D(x)

()
(I - xr )

zx =
[D(x)J 2

D(x) = 1+ (n -_r_\~+ L
r-Ir r-l

= 1+(n- i +Inx)x

Let n and x be defined as:

r~1

r=l

(3-124)

(3-125)

(3-126)

x- =IE: I
tee

_ IEce~cIn = --,-
fcc

The spalling non-dimensional strain can be calculated by:

_ y(x~)

xsp =Xcr - _ (-)n z XCI'
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where E" = concrete strain, fc- = concrete stress on the compression envelop, €~c =

concrete strain at peak confined stress, .fcc = confined concrete strength, Ec = concrete

initial Young modulus, x- = non-dimensional strain on the compression envelope, x~r =

non-dimer.5ional critical strain on the compression envelope curve, This strain is used to

define a tangent line up to the spalling strain. X sp = non-dimensional spalling strain, y (x) =

non-dimensional stress function, z(x)= non-dimensional tangent modulus function, Ie =

stress in concrete, E, = tangent modulus, n-= n value for the compression curve, assumed

to be the same as that ofunconfined concrete.

CC.MPRESSION
+----------- E.p -------------l>~

1..--------- Ec~ ---------..........

6

2
;c £, ,.

+
C Ecr ..

C f erk
);

STRAIGHT
LINE

Not to scale

5

£c

Fig. 3-25 Tension and Compression Envelope Curves
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The stress and the tangent Young modulus at any given strain on the envelope

compression curve are defined by:

(3-130)
E, =E;(x-)

where fc-(x-) and E;(x-) are defined as:

(a) For x· < x'a (Tsai's equation) (Rule 1):

fc- =ftc y(x-)

E; =Ec z(x-)

(b) For x'a S. x· S. x"p (Straight Line) (Rule 1):

fc- =ftc fy(x;;.) +n- z(x;;.) (x- - x;;.)]

E; =Ec z(x;;.)

(3-131)

(3-132)

(3-133)

(3-134)

(c) For x" > x"a (Spalled) (Rule 5):

fc- =E; = 0 (3-135)

Once the concrete is consider~ to have spalled the stresses are zero from that

moment on. Confined concrete can be considered not to spall, in such a case a large value of

x"a should be defined. Note that the minus superscript is considered to refer to the

compression side ofthe stress-strain behavior.

3.8.2 Tension Envelope Curve (Rules 2 and 8)

The shape of the tension envelope curve is the same as that of the

compression envelope curve. This curve is shifted to a new origin eo as it is explained later in

this section. The non-dimensional parameters n and x given by:

x+ = lec~eo I
+ Eclt

11 =e;-
The cracking non-dimensional cracking strain is given by:

+ y(x~)
Xat =Xcr - + z( +)

PI Xcr
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where £, = strain at peak tension stress, It = concrete tension strength, x+ =
non-dimensional strain in the tension envelope curve, n+ = n value for the tension envelope

curve, x~ = critical strain on the tension envelope curve. This factor is used to defined the

cracking strain. The stress and tangent modulus for any given strain on the tension envelope

curve are similarly defined as:

where fc+(x+) and E:(x+) are defined as:

<a) For x+ < x·cr (Rule 2):

fc+ =f, y(x+)

Ei =Ec z(x+)

(b) Forx'cr Sx+ sxcri:(Rale2):

fc+ =f, [y(x~)+n+ z(x~) (x+ -x~)]

Ei =Ecz(x~)

(3-139)

(3-140)

(3-141)

(3-142)

(3-143)

(c) For x+ > x+cr (Cracked) (Rule 6):

fc+ =E: = 0 (3-144)

Where functions y and z are defined by Eqs. (3-124) and (3-125). When the concrete has

cracked it is considered to no longer resist any tension stress, as a result of crack opening;

but on the other hand a gradual crack closure is considered to take place.

3.9.3 Pre-eracklng Unloading and Reloading Curves

The basic elements of the unloading and reloading curves are dealt with in this

section. Every rule is represented by a smooth curve that starts at a starting point with a

given slope and ends up at a target point with an ending slope, and the equation used to

represent the transition is the one derived in section 3.7.3. In terms of stresses and strains:

(3-145)

(3-146)
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in which,

with,

R = EF-EsEC
ESEC-E/

A =ESEC-E/

IEF-E/IR

E _fF-ji
SEC - Ep-E/

(3-147)

(J.-148)

(3-14')

where" f" is stress, "E" is strain, "E' is tangent or secant modulus, "e" means concrete, "1"

initiul, "F" final, "SEC" secant, "t" tangential and "RIO and lOA" are equation parameters.

To define the cyclic properties of concrete, statistical regression analyses were

performed on the experimental data from Sinha, Gerstle and Tulin (1964), Karsan and 1irsa

(1969), Spooner and Dougill (1975), Okamoto (1976) and Tanigawa (1979). The model

parameters looked for are shown in Fig. 3-26, and the results ofthe analysis were:

E;,c =EC( ftO

S7

] (3-150)
E~" +0.57
Eee

E;=OoIEcexP (-21:t I) (3-151)

lif- =0.091.;;. IE~1I1 (3-152)
Ecc

~-= ~ ~1~)

l.lS+2.7SIE~1I1
Ecc

The derived variables are then:

J..__ =f"-,, - lif-

E - = f~- - -E,,"- Epl

E~=E;II+~-
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(3-157)
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Fig. 3-26 CyeUe Compression Characteristics of Concrete

For cyclic behavior of concrete in tension, some of the properties defined in equations

(3-150) through (3-159) required modification. The hysteretic parameters for cyclic tension

are given by:

Similarly,

E+ _ E ( If:e; +0.67 ]

eoc- e 1£:"E~£DI+0.67

E+ - Ee

pi-I e~"e~eD r· t

+1

4[+ = 0.15/:"

!i£.+ =0.22e:n

f,+ -f,+ A/"+Itew- 1I11-~
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(3-163)
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E;e =£~" +fi£+

h: =1+(IE;e~Eo I)
E~ =E+(I£~~Eo I)

(3-167)

(3-168)

(3-169)

(3-170)

where EU/I == unloading strain from an envelope curve, Iu" == unloading stress, £pl = plastic

strain, Epl = tangent modulus when the stress is released, I/lew = new stress at the unloading

strain, E new = tangent modulus at the new stress point, En == strain at the returning point to

the envelope curve, he = stress at the returning point. Ere = tangent modulus at the

returning point.

A reversal from the compression envelope curve is done through rules 3, 9 and 8 as

shown. The variables that define this reversal curve are calculated as follows:

(1) Calculate the compression strain ductility as:

_ IE;n IXu = -,-
Eee

(2) Calculate the tension strain ductility,

COMPRESSION

(£~n' fu~ )

Ec

Not to scale

2

Fig. 3-27 Complete Unloading Brancb
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+ _1£:,.-£0I
XII - £,

(3) Ifx: < x;; then:

£0 =0

f.,+" =//(x:) using Eq, (3-139)

(4) Calculate

(5) Finally,

- A +£0 = £pl+ u £o -XII £,

COMPRESSION
(£-.",,/;;;, )

£c

(3-171)

(3-172)

(3-173)

Fig. 3-%8 Complete Loading Branch
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and,

e:1I =x:e,+£o (3-174)

The rules parameters for the connecting curve for a reversal from the compression

envelope curve are defined by:

Rule 3

Rule'

Rule 8

£/ = e;"
Ji =f;"
E/=Ec

£F =e;,
fF=O
EF=E~

er=£~

Ji=O
E/=E;;,

eF=£:"
/F=fll~

EF=E:_

er=e:"
Ji=f,,~

E1=E:ew

£F=£:~

fF=J,.~

EF=E:e

(3-175)

(3-176)

(3-177)

Rule 4

Similarly, for a reversal from the tension envelope curve:

£/ =£:11

Ji=fu+"
El=Ec

£F=£~

/F=O
EF=E;

(3-178)

Rule 10

e/=£~

Ji=O
El=E;

£F=£;"

/F=fiew
EF=E~
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Rule 7

£/ =£;"

fi=!,,~

E/=: E;_
EF=E;..

IF=!,'-;
EF=E;

(3-180)

3.9.4 Post-Cracklng Unloading and Reloading Curves

After complete cracking is consid~red to have occurred, no tension capacity is

assumed to exist, so the tension side of the hysteresis behavior will also not exist. The after

unloading (rule 3), the crack will open (rule 6); when the direction of loading reverses,

gradual crack closure takes place (rule 13).

Rule 13

COMPRESSION

(£r .0) 6 (Ep"0 )

E/ =Er

fi=O
E/=O
£F=Eii"

!F=f,,~

EF=E~

£c

(3-181)

Fig. 3-29 Loading and Unloading Curve arter Cracking
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3.9.5 Pre-Cracking Transition Curves

When a partial loading or unloading within any of the connecting curve

occur'S, a transition curve is used. Rules 3,4, 9 and 10 are connecting curves, so each one

will be considered individually. When a reversal from rule 3 takes place, f ..__ needs to be

changed, the new stress ordinate is called f;_-; and the returning point coordinate (E;~,fr-;)

are also changed to (£~ _, f,;.). The modified expressions are:

(3-112)

(3-183)

(3-114)

The curve modified Rule 7 is thus given as:

Rule7*

(3-185)

(3-116)

Ie;..1< IEc I < IE;;"1
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E/=E~

fi =f;;'
E/=Ec

eF=e;1I
h=i..__-
EF=E;;__

e/=e;..
fi= f,,__•
E/=E;__

EF = E;;"

iF=!;;'
EF=E~_

(3-187)
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Similarly for a reversal from rule 4, the modified rule 8 is given as:

Rule 8*

£J = £-:0
Ii =1:0
EJ=Ec
£F =£tn
IF=ln~.

EF=E:~.

eJ =etn
Ii=fn~.

EJ=E:ew •

£F =£~t.

fF=lr~.

EF=E~.

(3-189)

(3-190)

COMPRESSION

2

ec

NaIto SC8Ie

Fig. 3-30 Partial Unloading Curves for Tension and Compression
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where:

(3-191)

£+ -,,+
f,+ =f,+ - ~f+ "" ......"l!WO,," + +

£ .." -£pl

(3-192)

(3-193)

(3-194)

(3-195)

A reversal from rule 9 at the point A (£", f,,) will target the point B (£b, fb )through

rule 11, an incomplete loading on rule 11 will target the point A (e", f,,) again through rule

12. The relation between A and B is computed through the relation:
£a - £;1 _ e;" - eb
+ _ - _ + (3-196)

£../1 -£pI e"/I -£pl

£r=er

1r=J,.
Er=Ec

Rule 11 £F =£b (3-197)
fF=fb
EF = E,(eb)

Rule 12

where (£r, f,.) is the last reversal coordinate.

£1 =£r

fr=J,.
Er=Ec

£F=£a
/F=fa
EF=E,(£a)

(3-198)

3.8.6 Post-Cracking Transition Curves

After cracking, the tension envelope curve is zero, and the connecting compression

curve becomes rule 13. A reversal from rule 13 at coordinate (£a, fa) targets the horizontal

axis at strain £b' which is calculated by:
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Not to scale

Ec

Fig.3-31 Transition Curves (Before Cracking)

1 COMPRESSION
c

Fig. 3-32 Transition Curves (After Cracking)
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(3-199)

Rule 14

£/=£,.

fi=f,.
E/=Et:
£F=£b
/F=O
EF=O

(3-200)

(3-201)Rule 15

£/=£,.

fi=f,.
E/=Et:
£P=£a
fp=fa
Ep=E,(£a)

where, again (£,., f,.) is the coordinate at last reversal.

Fig. 3-33 summarizes the relation among the rules of the model just presented. The

tension side has been exaggerated for purposes ofclarity.

COMPRESSION

8

II 5

£c

Hollo_Ie

2

Fig. 3-33 Relationship Among the Model Rales
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3.10 Model Verification

A subroutine ACONCRETE was implemented for use in a computer program.

Results from the model are shown in Figs. 3-34 to 3-38 for unconfined concrete.

Experimental data from Sinha, Gerstle and Tulin (1964), Karsan and Jirsa (1960), Okamoto

et aI. (1976), and Tanigawa et a1. (1979) for cyclic compression, were used to test the model.

Fig. 3-39 presents Yankelevsky and Reinhardt (1987b) experimental data for cyclic tension

with small incursions into compression, while Figs. 3-40 and 3-41 show the application of

the model to the Mander et aI. (1988b) experimental data for confined concrete in cyclic

compression. Finally Fig. 3-42 shows how the tension branch of the model compares with

the equations given by Collins and Mitchell, Eq. (3-86); and by Hsu, Eq. (3-87). It is to be

noted that no previous model (Mander et al., 1988a; Yankelevsky and Reinhardt, 1987a)

could describe the cyclic behavior ofconcrete in both tension and compression.

3.11 Damage Analysis

The ultimate rotation capacity at a plastic hinge is a fu'lction of the ultimate concrete

compressive strain Ecw • Early experimental work led to empirical equations for Eell , (Park

and Paulay, 1975). More recently, Scott et a1. (1982) have proposed that the ultimate

compressive strain be defined by the first hoop fracture. Mander et aI. (1984, 1988a)

proposed a rational method for the prediction of the first hoop fracture based on an energy

approach. In this method the energy stored in the hoop is considered to give the additional

energy absorption capacity to the confmed concrete. An energy analysis within the core area

(Ace) is as follows:

The strain energy capacity ofunconfined concrete Uco is given by:

Ueo =Aec J:""'" fcde (3-202)

where Espall = spalling strain of unconfined concrete. As the stress-strain relationship for

unconfined concrete is known, the integral tenn can be calculated by numerically integrating
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(3-203)

this expression. A good approximation to the volumetric strain energy capacity of plain

unconfined concrete was found by Mander et al. (1984) to be given by:

f
£rpall 0.205.[i! psi
o IcdE= f7T

0.017 oJ II MPa

The fracture strain energy of hoop reinforcement is calculated as:

(3-204)

where psh = volumetric transverse steel content relative to the concrete core; Is and f s =

stress and strain in transverse reinforc~ment; fsf = fracture strain of transverse

reinforcement. The volumetric fracture strain energy was found by Mander et al. (1984) to

be a constant for all types of reinforcing steel and independent of bar size, that can be taken

as:

16 ksi
(£o'J Is d£s = ± W%In llOMPa

(3-205)

The energy balance theory assumes that the energy to fracture the transverse

reinforcement comes from the difference in strain energy capacity between the confined and

unconfined concrete (Ucc - Uco), plus an additional energy to maintain yield in the

longitudinal steel in compression (Usc). Thus,

Us[= U.cc - Uco + Usc: (3-206)

with

Usc = PccAcc1c>c. fsld£e (3-207)

and

reo (3-208)Uee =Ace 0 fcetke

in which, pee = volumetric longitudinal steel content relative to the core concrete, lsi =

stress on the longitudinal stress bars, Icc = stress on the confined concrete and few =strain

at fracture (ultimate strain on core concrete).

For eccentric loading, the energy balance theory can be readily applied by assigning a

participation factor to the core concrete and to every steel layer. This participation factor is

the proportion ofenergy absorption in compression that is taken by the critical crosstie. This
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approach was developed and validated by Mander et al. (1988a, b) and has been adopted

herein.

3.12 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this section:

1. It has been demonstrated that the equation proposed by Tsai is the most effective

in describing the shape of the monotonic behavior of concrete both in compression and

tension. Other equations may give anomalies in behavior. Tsai's equation can be used for

both confined and unconfined concrete. This equation is a generalized fonn of that by

Popovics, requiring four control parameters: £~el fie, Ec and r. The fourth parameter

controls the falling branch curve. This is considered important when modeling the behavior

of high strength concrete or when high strength steel is used to confine the concrete.

2. The confinement model developed by Mander et al. (1984, 1988a,b), applicable to

any general cross-sectional shape, can be further simplified by the use of the given

approximate equation.

3. Calibration of parameters in both confined and unconfined concrete led to some

empirical equations that can be further enh=ced as more experimental data become

available.

4. The general components of a rule-based model are identified, and suggestions to

ensure a consistent behavior were presented.

5. The mathematical description of degradation has been examined, and a general

model to describe it is proposed.

6. A mathematical expression to join two sloJ)P.s is proposed.
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7. A model to describe the behavior of concrete in both cyclic tension and

compression is proposed. To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first time a model to

represent the hysteretic behavior in both~ and compression of confined and

unconfined concrete is proposed. The model proved to be effective in describing the

hysteretic behavior of confined and unconfined concrete, subjected to both compression

cyclic loading and tension cyclic loading. As more experimental data becomes available for

cyclic tension, better equation validation/calibration may be possible. No experiments to

relate cyclic combined tension and compression have been done to this date, except for that

by Yankelevsky and Reinhardt (1987b) for tension cyclic loading with small incursions into

compression. It is necessary to have this kind of experimental data to calibrate the model

more reliably, and is considered essential for robust deterministic damage assessments of

members governed by cyclic flexure-shear effects.
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Section 4

Damage Modeling of Reinforced Concrete Columns using
Fiber-Element Analysis

4.1 Introduction

A computer program RC-COLA was developed to obtain the moment-curvature and

force-displacement response of structural concrete columns under reversed cyclic flexure and

axial force. The main objective of the program as part of this investigation is to develop an

advanced micro-model analysis program to perfonn simulated experiments. Experimental

simulation can be used as the input data for the calibration of macro-models that are

commonly used in general purpose non-linear dynamic analysis programs such as IDARC and

DRAIN-2DX. So far, the fine tuning of macro-model parameters have been based

capriciously on the user choice. This arbitrary choice of model parameters generates some

skepticism regarding the validity of such analyses. This problem will be addressed later in the

next section. The present section develops, from first principles, a biaxial "fiber" analysis.

Herein the term "Fiber-Element Analysis" is coined to refer to the entire computational

procedure.

4.2 Mornent-Curvature Analysis for Uniaxial Bending

The strain profile is assumed to follow Bernoulli's assumption that plane sections

remain plane, thus the strain at any fiber is given by:

£ =£0 +~Y-Yo) (4-1)

where £0 = strain at the centroid, Yo = ordinate of the origin, £ = strain at any ordinate y.

For a given centroidal origin, if no bond slip is assumed to occur, the strain in the concrete

and the reinforcing bars will be the same, both being determined from Eq. (4-1).

The axial force and the moment at a given section can be readily calculated as:
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P =JfcdA +1:{hi -fcdA st
A, I

M= JyfcdA+Y.Ysdjs;-lc;)As;-yoP
A, i

(4-2)

(4-38)

(4-3b)

where, P = axial load, M = moment about the centroid, Ag = gross area, fc = concrete

stress function, i = index to refer to the ith layer of steel, lSi = steel stress, fci = concrete

stress, Asi = area of steel, Ysi = ordinate. Note that the origin can be located anywhere, to

make the formulation general.

It is important to note that for a zero axial load section the neutral axis coincides with

the centroid of the transformed section, and as the behavior goes into the inelastic zone, the

centroid shifts. When no axial load is present the point about which the moment is defined is

irrelevant. But in the presence of axial load, the point about which the moment is defined is

important. For symmetric sections the geometric centroid is the obvious choice, but for

asymmetric sections two definitions are possible: (1) location of the neutral axis in the

absence of axial load, as mentioned before, this location shifts; (2) plastic centroid, which is

defined for a constant strain at the material strength capacities.

If the centroidal strain Eo and curvature ,are known the axial force P and moment

M can be directly calculated by using Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3). But normally the inverse

problem. in which Eo and, are to be determined from known values ofP and M, or a mixed

problem is encountered. In this case some degree of iteration may be needed to find the

solution. The Newton-Raphson algorithm can be utilized for this purpose as follows:

(4-4)

(4-5)
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in which M i and tll1 i are the incremental forces needed to reach the specified forces P and

M from the state of stresses i at the section.

The first element ofthe Jacobian matrix, adP , can be calculated as follows:
eo

where in Eq. (4-7) the chain rule of derivation was applied. From Eq.(4-1)

~=I
dEo

By definition the tangent modulus ofelasticity for concrete is defined as:

E~ = die
de

and for steel, at layer i,

(4-6)

(4-7)

(4-8)

(4-9)

Etsi =~i (4-10)

Both are calculated at a specified strain, thus finally

EA =: =I E~dA+ J(Etsi-ElCi)A.i (4-11)
o A. j

where EA is the instantaneous effective axial stifthess.

The off-diagonal tenns ~ and ~~ are equal, what results in a symmetrical stifthess

matrix. These tenns are calculated as follows:

(4-12)

(4-13)

and from Eq. (4-1)

Thus,

~ = JEIC(y-yo)dA+l: (Ets;-ElCd(y.i-yo)A si

A. I

4-3
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Finally, by rearranging,

ap aM IEZ=;:M. =a-= yEtcdA+I:,y./(Eui-Etc/)A.i-y"EA
v'!' Eo A I,

(4-16)

The flexural rigidity can be determined in the same way as

~~=I yEtc<y- yo)dA +I y./ (Eui -Etci ) (Ysi -Yo)A.i - y"EZ (4-17)
A, /

: =f y2Erc dA+ !,y~ (Em -E,CI)A.. -Yo[J yE'cdA +!,Y.. (CIJi -Etci)Asi] -yoEZ (4-18)
A. I A. I

The expression in brackets in Eq. (4-18) can be found from Eq. (4-16) to be

JyEtcdA+I:,y./(Eui-Etci)As/=EZ+YoEA (4-19)
A, I

By substituting Eq. (4-19) into Eq. (4-18),

EI=~~ =I y2EtcdA+~y;i(Euj-Erei)As/-2y"EZ-y~EA (4-20)
A, I

Summarizing:

M= I yfc dA + I:.y./(f,I-fcdA,i - YoP
A i,

EA =I EredA + I:. (Ersl-Erel ) As/
As /

EZ= f yEtcdA + I:.YI/(Etsi-Etci)As/-yoEA
A, /

(4-21a)

(4-21b)

(4-21c)

(4-21d)

(4-21e)

In all the equations listed above, an integral over the area has to be calculated. These

integrals represent the concrete component. Numerically these integrals can be calculated

through the foUowing procedure.
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All the integral terms in Eqs. (4-21) are particular cases of the more general equation:

f y"fdA = fyllfbdy
A. h

(4-22)

in this equation, f represents either fe or Etc. and b is a function representing the width of

the cross-section. This integral can be accurately computed by subdividing the cross-section

into smaller fibers (strips), as:

f y"fdA = 1: f y"fbdy
A. j hi

(4-23)

where hj is the height of the strip j (see Fig. 4-1).

In terms of, each fiber contribution can be computed by:
hi

ffbdy = ffb~ (4-24)
hi 0

hi hi

Jyfbdy = J(YOj+;)fbaf, = J;fbaf, +YOj Jfbdy (4-25)
h) 0 0 h)

+
y

Fig. 4-1 Definition of Global and Local Coordinates
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hJ hJ h} h}

Jy 21bdy = J(Yoj + ~)2Ib~ = J;2Ib~ + 2YojJ~/b~ +y~j Jfb~
hJ 0 0 h) 0

hJ

=J~2tb~ + 2Yoj JYlbdy - y;jJ fbdy (4-26)
o h} ",

Note that integrals over dy are in global coordinates while those over ~ are in local

coordinates (see Fig. 4-1). For any given strip the integrals can be computed to any desired

degree of accuracy. If parabolic behavior is assumed for I and b then:

I=A+B~+C;2

b =D+E~ +F;2

and by evaluating the functions at equal intervals L\y

to =A

fi = A + BAy + C(Ay)2

/2 =A + 2B L\y + 4 C(L\y)2

also,

bo = D

b l = D + EL\y + F(L\y)2

b2 = D + 2E!J.y + 4F(!J.y)2

Thus by solving for A, B and C in Eq. (4-28)

A =10

B!J.y = -ito + 2fi -tJi
C(Ay)2 = tJO -II + t/2

Similarly,

Bo = D = bo

B I = EL\y = _lbo + 2b l - !b22 2

B2 =F(!J.y)2 =ibo - b l + tbl

4-6

(4-27a)

(4-27b)

(4-28a)

(4-28b)

(4-28c)

(4-29a)

(4-29b)

(4-29c)

(4-30a)

(4-30b)

(4-30c)

(4-318)

(4-31b)

(4-3Ic)
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Fig. 4-2 Definition of Variables on a Fiber Element

By applying Eqs. (4-30) and (4-31) to Eqs. (4-27) and then evaluating the integrals, the

following result was obtained:

"i 2 2 lI+l+k!;"/btJ; =AlI+I y ~ (n+ I +k)(~+2+k)(n+3 +k) [(-n+ l-k)/o+ (4-32)

4(n+ 1+k)/I +(n+ I + k) 2/2]Bk

Thus

"i
l/btJ; = Ay[t(fo + 4/. +/2 )80 +*(8/1 + 4/2)8. + .25(_/0+ 12/1 + 9/2)82] (4-33a)
o

or

"i
l/bel; = Ay[ t(.fo +4ft +/2)bo+ t(2/. +/2)(-3bo+4b. -b2)+
o

.·5 (-/0 + 12/. +9/2 )(bo- 2b. +b2))

(4-33b)

Also,
Itj!;/bd; = (Ay)2 [t(2/. +h)bo+ 1·5(-/0+ 12/. +9/2)(-3bo+4bl -b2)+ (4-34)

;5(-/0 +8/. +8ji)(bo -2b. +b2)]

and
IIj

f ;2/b~ =(Ay)3 [.25(_/0+ 12/. +9/2)bo+ ;5(-/0 +8/1 +8/2)(-3bo+4b l -b2)+
o

.:5(-3/0 +20fi +2S/2)(bo -lb. +b2)]
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(4-37)

(4-36)

(4-38)

Lack of convergence normally comes from the shape of the stress function and not

from the geometry of the cross-section, SO to simplify the integration formulae, it was

assumed that the cross-section had a linear variation profile, instead of a quadratic. The

simplified equations are then:
hi

Ifbd; =~Y[ t(fo+4fl +b)bo+t(2fl +b)(b2-bo)]
o

hi

I E,fb d; =(.:1y)2 [~(2/1 +b)bo+ -!5(-fo + 12/, +9fi)(b2 - bo)]
o

h.

I ~2fbd; =(.:1y)3 [12
S(-/0 + 12/1 +912)+ 125(-/0 + 8/1 + 8/2)(b2 -bo)]

o
And for the case of a constant width cross-section these equations can be further

simplified to:
hi

Ilbd; = t.:1Y(.fO+ 4/, +f2)bo (4-39)
o

hi

I Ub~ =f(~y)2 (2fl +b)bo (4-40)
o

Iti

I~2fb~ = 12S(.:1y)3(-/o+12fl+9fi)bo (4-41)
o

Eq. (4-39) can be easily identified as Simpson's rule of numerical integration.

The procedure to evaluate the concrete components on Eqs. (4-21) is as follows. The

concrete section is divided into discrete fiber elements of confined and unconfined concrete.

For each of these fibers the starting and ending width is specified bo and b 2 the concrete

stress (fe) for the starting, middle and ending ordinate is computed (fcQ, /cl and !c2); the

tangential Young's modulus (EIe) is also computed at these locations (E teO, E lei and E1e2) .

The starting ordinate of the element (Yo;) and the half-height (~y) are also identified. Then

the global axis integrals for the element are computed as:

(4-42)

(4-43)
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The total axial force, bending moment and stifthess are then given by:

lie n.l

p = I:. f1P ei + I:. (Isj - lej)Asj
i=1 j=1

ne lIS

M = 1:f1Mci + 1: Ysi (Isj -[ej)A.j - Yo P
i=1 j=1

If" IfS

E 4. = 1: AEA ci + 1: (Eu} - Ercj)A sj
i=1 J-l

n" ns

EZ = 1:f1EZCi + 1:Yrj{Euj -Ercj )Asj - YoEA
..1 j=1

If" 111

EI = I:.AElei + 1: y~(El.!j-Ercj)A~ - 2Yo EZ - y~EA
i=1 j=1

4-3 Moment-Curvature Analysis for Biaxial Bending

(4-44)

(4-45)

(4-46)

(4-4'7)

(4-48)

(4-49)

(4-50)

(4-51)

The same basic concepts outlined in the previous sub-section can be applied to the

case ofbiaxial bending. The longitudinal strain at any point on the cross-section is given by:

£ =£o+~.. (Y-Yo) -~y(x-xo)

The axial force is then given by

p= ff [edA + 1: (Isj-fe}) A.j
A. }

M.. =if y!c dA + 1: Ysj (Is) - [el)A s} - Yo P
A. j

My = -ii x!edA-1:xsj(!sj-!cj)A sj+xo P
A. j
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(4-57)
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x

Fig. 4-3 Definition of V,riables for Biolal BendiDg

For a given centroidal strain (eo) and cu.'vatwes (~.. and ~y). the equations are in explicit

form and therefore the axial force P and moments (M.. and My) can be readily ulated. The

inverse problem (P, M.. and My specified) requires iteration to compute (eo, ~.. and ~y ). As

in the case of uniaxial bending, the Newton-Raphson procedwe can be applied. Incremental

deformations are related to incremental forces through a stiffiless matrix given by:

{M'} [EA EZ.. EZ, ]{ &0 }
AM.. = EZ.. EI.. EIJty A~..
AMy EZy EIry Ely A~y

with,

4-10
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(4-60)

(4-61)

(4-62)_ aMy -1J 2 ~ 2 2Ely - dclJ - JX EtcdA.+~xsj(E/Sj-ElCj)ASj+2xoEZY-XoEA
y A. j

aM" aMy If ~Elxy = a.t. = a.t. = - xyElCdA. - ~XsJY&j(E/Sj -ElCj)ASj +XoEZ" -yoEZy +XoYoEA (4-63)
'l'y '1'% A. J

The formulation specified in Eqs. (4-54) through (4-63) have only two assumptions

implicit in them: (1) Plane sections remain plane, Eq.(4-53); (2) The area locations occupied

by the steel reinforcement is very small compared to the concrete area, so that no integration

is necessary and all the properties can be expressed by summations. The concrete

components in these equations, nevertheless, need to be approximated by some integration

technique.

For rectangular sections, an explicit formulation can be given. It is proposed that the

cross-section be divided in a matrix mesh of fibers as shown in Fig. 4-4a. Each rectangular

fiber element had a midpoint node, as shown in Fig. 4-4b. A parabolic interpolation function

can be chosen as:

(4-64)

with

B~=CAy =-t10 +213 - ~ I. (4-65)

DAxAy =fo -11 -/2+1. (4-66)

E(Ax)2 = t10 +fi - 213 + ~14 (4-67)

E(Ay)2 =tfo+f2- 2f3+if4 (4-68)

where 1'\ and ~ are the x and y local coordinates axis, that are related to the global

coordinates axis through:

(4-69)

(4-70)
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where Xoi and Yoi are the coordinates of the lower left comer of the element, and should

not be confused with the coordinates of the centroid. In terms of local coordinates, each

fiber element contribution to the integrals can be computed as:

AxAy

IIfdA =I I fdrldE, (4-71)
A. 0 0

.1x.1y .1xAy

II yfdA =I I (Yoi+~)fdrtdE, =I I ~fdrtdE, +YoiII fdA (4-72)
A. 00 00 .114

.1x.1y .1x.1y

II xfdA = I I (Xoi+ll)fdrl~= I I 11fdrt~+xotIIfdA 4-73)
A. 0 0 0 0 AA

Similarly
Ax.1y

II xyfdA ;;;; I I llVdrtdE,+XotII yfdA +YotIJ xfdA -XoiYotIffdA (4-74)
.114 0 0 .1A .1A .1A

.1x.1y

II x2fdA = I I 1l2fdrl~+2xoiII xfdA-X~tfIfdA (4-75)
AA 0 0 AA AA

.1xAy

If y2fdA = I I l;2fdrt~+2YoiII yfdA -y~iII fdA (4-76)
~ 0 0 ~ ~

The numerical integration of the interpolation function Eq. (4-64) can be computed in

terms ofthe node values ifo,fl,f2,f3 andf.), resulting:

AxAy •

JI ll"l;"fdrl~ =(L\x)-I(Ay)'t+l 1: a,:fi
o 0 w

where

ao =(m+ I~n+ 1)[(m+2~m+3) + (n+2~n+3)] - 2(m+21)(n+2)(m~ 1+ n~ I)
a - 1 _ 1
1- (m+3)(n+ I) (m+2)(n+2)

a - 1 1
2 - (m+ l)(n+3) (m+2)(n+2)

QJ= 2 + 2
(m+ l)(n+2)(n+3) (m+2)(m+3)(n+ I)

1 ]
Q. =(m+2)(n+2) -4'Q3
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Then by giving m and n the appropriate values :

for m=O and n=O:
dxdy

J Jfdrldf, = 11211x/i.Y(/o +/1 +/2 +8f3 +f.)
o 0

for m=1 and n=O:

for m=O and n=1:

(4-79)

(4-80)

d"dy

I J!;fdrldf,= 11211x(/i.y)2(/2+4h+f4) (4-81)
o 0

for m=l and n=1:
dxdy

J Jll!;/drldf, = 7~(11x)2(/i.y)2(-/o +ft +/2 + 12h + 5/.) (4-82)
o 0

for m=2 and n=O:
dxdy

J11l2fdrldf, = ~(11x)3/i.y(-4.fO + 27fl -5/2 +76/3 + 26f.) (4-83)
o 0

and, for m=O and n=2:

dxdy

JJ!;2fdrldf,= 3~O/i.X(/i.y)3(-4/o-5fl+27h+76h +26f.) (4-84)
o 0

The procedure to evaluate the forces (P, Mx and My) and stifthess

(EA, EZx, EZx , EIxy, Ix and Iy) is summarized as fonows.

(l) The geometry of the discretized cross-section is known. For every element the size

(11x and li.y) and coordinate of the lower-left node (Xol, Yol) are known. The position and

area ofreinforcing bar!ll is also specified (XoIoYol), A~.

(2) From Bernoulli's assumption, the strain at every node can be readily computed, for a

given centroidal strain (Eo) and curvatures ('.1, 'y), by using Eq. (4-53).

(3) The stress (j.) and tangential Young's modulus (Ere) can be computed by knowing the

strain and previous history using an appropriate constitutive model. Thus, for every element

/dJl,fcli,/C2i,fc3i,fc4I,frcol,frelllIc2l,fre31 and/rc41 are known.

(4) The strain at bar location is calculated, and by using constitutive models for concrete and

steel the stresses and tangential Young's modulus are calculated (f,j,fcl> EI6j, Etc).

4-14



(5) The concrete components for each element are defined by:

AP, =I~Ax!J.y(!cO +fcl +fc2 +S!c3 +!c4)

Mlxl =1~/ix(!J.y)2(fc2 +4fc3 +!c4) +YO,AP,

!J.My ; = 1~(Ax)2!J.Y(fcl +4fc3 +!c4)+Xo i AP i

AEA 1= 112/ixft.y(Eu:o +E'd +E IC2+SEIC3+ E/C4)

AEZIi = I~Ax(!J.y)2(EIC2 +4E1C3 + E/C4)+Yo/MA;

aEZYi =112(&)2!J.y(EIC1+4EIC3 + E/C4) +Xo/lJ.E'A/

MIz; =3~&%(Ay)\4E'dl- 5Etcl +27E,c2 +76E,cl +26E,,,,)+2Yo,MZr/-loiMA/

MI)Ii =3~(Ax)3dy(-4E'eO+27EIc) -5EIc2 +76Elc3+26E,(4)+2xoiAEZyi -X~/!J.EAj

MIryi =12(&%l1y)2(-E,eO +E,c) +E1C2 + 12E,c3 + 5E,,,,) +Xo/MZr/+Yo;AEZyi -Xo;)'oi!J.EAj

(6) Finally the total forces and stiffiless for the cross-section are given by

lie IU

P=1: ft.P i +1:(fsj - fe) )A Ij
~I .1-1

1/1 1II

M x=1:Mix/ +1:Y-!I(fs} - !Cj)A,j - YoP
"I ]-1

111 M

My =-1:ft.Myl -1:XI}(fI} -fcj)AIj+XOP
"I ;-1

lUI 1II 2
ElI =1: !J.EIJ:i + 1:Y,iEUj-Etcj)A6j -2YoEZJt -y~EA

"I ]-1
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4.4 Forc.Dlaplacement Analysis

In the previous sections a procedure to obtain the moment-curvature relationship for

uniaxial as well as bi'1Xial bending was presented. This section presents a methodology by

which defonnation can be assessed. The total deformation ~ can be expressed in tenns of

its various components as:

A = At + Ap+ Ast + Asp (4.103)

where ~t is the elastic flexure defonnation, ~p is the plastic flexure defonnation, Ast is the

elastic shear defonnation and ~sp is the inelastic shear defonnation. In what follows is a

description of each of these components of displacement follows.

4.4.1 Elastic Flexural Deformation

The flexural deformation on a column can be found by taking first moments of the

curvature diagram.
L

.1= I x ep(x) dx
o

(4.104)

If the moments in the column are caused by a concentrated shear force applied at the top, as

shown in Fig. 4-5, then the moment at any distance x from the top can be found to be:
MLMx = T x (4·105)

where L is the length of the column and M L is the maximum moment.

L

x

MLAddIIIonaJ plastic
curvature from
yteIcl pell811l111an

Fig. 4·5 Flexural Deformation on 8 Column
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(4.106)

Thus, the relationship given in Eq.(4-104) can be expressed as:

2 M L

11= (;J [M ~(M) tiM

As discrete points on the moment-curvature relationship are calculated, the integral above

can be computed numerically as:

I ( L )2 "11=6 M
L

j; (Mj-Mj_t)[~j(2Mj+Mj_J)+~j_I(Mj+2Mj_t)] (4·107)

For inelastic deformations it is necessary to calculate the elastic and plastic

components separately. Mander et al. (1984) proposed to express the elastic components in

terms of an effective stiffness calculated at first yield, given by:

M L 2

Ele!!=~ (4.108)
y

where -dy is the yield displacement calculated from Eq. (4-107) when the moment at the

base causes a longitudinal bar to yield; and My is the moment at first yielding. Thus for

deformations beyond the elastic limit, the elastic flexural deformation is calculated as:

(4.109)

4.4.2 Plast!c: Flexl.Jral Deformation

Based on study of experimental distribution of curvatures, Mander et aI. (1984)

proposed a parabolic distribution of plastic curvature. This is adopted herein to assess

plastic deformations. The procedure is as follows:

(a) The magnitude of the plastic curvature (.p) at the critical section is given by:

where ~e is the elastic curvature from Eq. (4-109) above.

(b) The length of the plastic curvature distribution Lpc is given by:

Lpc=L-LI:~1
where M max is the maximum moment.
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(c) Some additional plastic curvature from penetration of the yielding of longitudinal

reinforcement is accounted for by defining an empirical length of yield penetration as:

Lpy =6.35.[d; (in)

(4-112)
Lpy = 32[d; (mm)

where db is the longitudinal bar diameter.

(d) The plastic rotation. ap • ofthe column is calculated as:

ap =CPP (tLpc +Lpy )

(e) Finally, the plastic deformation is given by:

!!p = Op(L-iLpc )

4.4.3 Elastic Shear Deformation

(4.113)

(4.114)

Two methods are considered herein for the assessment of shear deformations. The

first method considers deformations for the elastic and cracked stages, when the member has

not yielded. The procedure outlined by Park and Paulay (1975) to assess elastic shear

deformations was used to calculate the shear deformations for the elastic and cracked zones.

The second method uses a proposed Equivalent Truss Method which has been found

appropriate to assess cyclic inelastic shear deformations.

In what follows is an explanation of the procedure.

(a) Prior to cracking the shear deformation can be computed as:

!!M =LL (4-115)
Kw:

where V is the applied shear and Kw: is the shear stiffness given by:

K - 0.4EcAq (4-116>
"e- f

in which the factor 0.4 assumes that the Poisson ratio for concrete is v =0.25 and G =0.4Ec ,

A q is the area that contributes to shear stiffness, and f is a form factor. For rectangular
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(4-118)

(4-119)

(4.120)

cross-sections f= 1.2, and for T, I and hollow sections f= I. At this stage of uncracked

behavior the member shows a much greater shear stiffness compared to the cracked stage.

(b) When cracking exists over a length smaller than the hinge zone but no yield has

occurred:

~st = VL[_I- Mer + _1_(1_ Mer )] (4.117)
KveMmax KVh M max

where Mer is the cracking moment and Kvh is the post-cracking shear stiffness within the

plastic hinge region.

The post-cracking elastic shear stiffness is related to the inclination of cracks and is

calculated by the expression given by Park and Paulay (1975):

K
v
=pv sin

4
6 sin

4 p (cot6+cotP> Esbwd

sin46+npv sin4p
where 6 is the angle of inclination of the cracks respect to the longitudinal axis, p is the

angle of inclination of the stirrups, nonnally p=90°. Es is the modulus of elasticity of the

hoop reinforcement, n = ~: is the modular ratio, Ee is the modulus of elasticity of concrete,

and pv is the volumetric ratio of hoop reinforcement calculated by:

Avpv=-
sbw

in which Av is the total area of hoop steel, bw is the with of the concrete web and s is the

hoop spacing.

For transverse reinforcement with p=90°, Eq. (4-118) can be simplified to:
K - bw dcot6

va - 1 1
--+_....:..-
Es pv Ee sin46

(c) When cracking extends beyond the hinge region then the shear defonnation is

given by:

~St =VFr_1_ Mer +_I_Lh +_1_(1_ Mer _ Lh )] (4-121)
lKveMmu. KVh L Kvc M max L

where K vh is the shear stiffness within the hinge region calculated by USI1g Eq. (4-120) for

the hoop spacing sh within the hinge region, while K ve is the shear stiffness outside the

hinge region calculated for ahoop spacing s,. of the unconfined zone.
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4.4.4 Inelastic Shear Deformation

For squat columns the amount of shear deformation can be significant. Under cyclic

loading some~ shear deformation may be present, particularly for existing gravity load

designed bridge columns that possess only the nominal minimum amount of transverse

reinforcement. Thus to correctly assess these plastic shear deformations a suitable model is

needed. Both the Modified Compression Field Theory, MCFT, (Collins and Mitchell, 1991)

and the Softened Truss Model, STM, (Hsu, 1993) deal with the problem of inelastic shear

deformations, but as they were developed are suitable only for monotonic loading of

membrane type elements. Both models are what Hsu (1993) calls rotating angle models, as

at every stage the inclination of cracks is calculated assuming that they coincide with the

principal axis. This approach has shown good accuracy with experimental results, as some

of its variables are calibrated with experimental data.

In the context of a Fiber Element program for cyclic loading, a more straight forward

constant crack angle model }las been de~eloped, which takes into account the tension

capacity of reinforced concrete that has been incorporated in both the MCFf and the STM.

When examining experimental performance of columns tested by Mander et al' (1984, 1993)

and Ang et al. (1987) it is evident that after cracking the inclination of the cracks remains

unchanged, but they generally grow in length and width as ductility amplitudes increase. It

is thus felt that the model presented in this section that assumes a fixed angle is realistic for

columns members.

The procedure to assess shear deformation in the case of shear dominated members is

described below.

Four defined shear zones are identified as shown in Fig. 4-6. Three of the zones are

elastic, which means that they are independent of the strain history and that the deformations

are proportional to the shear force applied. This does not mean that the shear displacement

is linear, because as cracking progresses upward, the length over which the different shear

stiffnesses apply is changed.

(I) Elastic Uncrt'!'.:ked Zone : the length of this zone can be calculated by:

L~ =LI::I (4-122)
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Over this zone the shear stiffness is Kv~ which is given by Eq. (4-115).

(2) Elastic Cracked Zone Outside the Hinge Region; if cracking has extended

beyond the hinge zone, the length of this zone is calculated as Len: =La - L h , otherwise it is

taken as zero. The stiffness prevalent in this zone Kvc is governed by the spacing provided

outside the hinge region, which is calculated by using Eq. (4-120). The cracked length is

given by:

Ler =L-Le (4-123)

(4.124)

(3) Cracked Zone Within the Hinge Region : the shear stiffness Kvh within this

region is defined by the hinge hoop spacing and calculated by Eq. (4-120). The length of

this zone is given by Lcrh =Lh - Lpc or by Lerh =Ler - Lpc if cracking has not extended

outside the hinge region. The yielded zone length Lpc is given by Eq. (4-111).

(4) Yielded Zone: within this zone shear is considered to behave inelastically, thus

the deformation is history dependent and may not be proportional to the current shear being

applied. A shear defonnation '1 is calculated using a Cyclic Inelastic Strut-Tie (CIST)

model developed in the next sub-section.

The elastic shear defonnation is thus given by:

l!s~ =,I.!=t.. + Len: + Lerh )
rlKv~ Kvc KVh

while, the inelastic shear deformation is calculated by:

l!sp ='1Lpc

4.4.4.1 Proposed Cyclic Inelastic Strut-Tie (CIST) Model for

Shear Deformations

(4·125)

The determination of inelastic shear deformations has been one of the most elusive

SUbjects on reinforced concrete. Recently the Modified Compression Fidd Theory (Collins

and Mitchell, 1991) and the Softened Truss Model (Hsu, 1993) have gathered a lot of

attention as rational means of assessing shear deformations. Nevertheless, these models

have only been developed for membrane type elements under monotonic shear. In this

subsection a straight forward model is presented which is applicable not only to monotonic

shear but for cyclic inelastic shear as well.
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It is assumed that the angle of inclination of the cracks remains constant after

cracking. This assumption, as mentioned earlier, is supported by experimental eVIdence.

The concrete model developed in Section 3 is particularly appropriate for the CIST model, as

it can model the stress-strain cyclic behavior of the concrete struts in both tension and

compression. Of special importance in this model is the modeling of gradual crack closure.

An equilibrium ofexternal forces in Fig. 4-8a leads to,

V= (Fe +F,) sinO

Whereas, an equilibrium of internal forces in Fig. 4-8b gives,

F v =(Fe -F,) sin 9

(4-126)

(4-127)

where Fe = compressive force in the concrete strut, F, = tensile force in the concrete tie, Fv

= force on the steel hoop and 9 = inclination of cracks. The forces in the concrete and steel

are given by:

(4-129)

(4-128.)

(4-128b)

Fe =feAwC'as9 =fejdbw cos9

F, =ftAw cos 9 =f,jdb w cos 9

F _f" A jdeot9
v -.ISV II' S

in which fe = compressive stress in the concrete strut, ft = tensile stress on the concrete tie,
f sv =stress on the hoopties, Aw =jdbw =concrete shear area, An> = area of transverse steel

resisting shear, and s = hoop spacing. It is to be noted that A... cos9 is the shear area

perpendicular to the concrete strut, whereas A)d~ot9 is the lumped area of transverse

reinforcement. By combining Eqs. (4-126) through (4-129) and rearranging, the following

expression is obtained:

V=Asvfsv j: cot 9 + f, jdbwcot 9(2 sin29) (4-130)

These equations can be compared with that of the MCFT (Collins and Mitchell, 1991),

'd
V=An>fn> Js cot9+ftjdbll'cot9 (4-131)

It can be seen that Eqs. (4-130) and (4-131) agree when the inclination angle 9 = 45°. For

other angles the error = 1 - 2 sin29, e.g. if 9 =30° , error = 0.5 = 50% of the concrete tension

contribution. The term that corresponds to the tension capacity ofconcrete, is normally small

compared to the steel component, which makes Eq. (4·130) a good approximation. The
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simplicity introduced by this approximation is well worth it, as it will be shown in the

following subsection.

Fig. 4-8c shows the relation between the strains in the longitudinal/transverse

direction and the sttains in the struts. The tensile sttain in the concrete tie e; is calculated

as:

e; =eMcos28+e v sin28+ysin8cos9 (4-132)

whereas the compressive sttain on the concrete strut is:

ei =e""cos28+ev sin29-ysin9cos8 (4-133)

in which eM = average longitudinal strain on the concrete struts, tv = sttain on the

transverse hoops and 'Y =shear distortion.

The relation between the stresses and sttains is given by the constitutive models,

It =Ic(e;)
H =le(ei,e;)

Isv=fv(ev )

(4-134)

(4-135)

(4-136)

in which Ie and Iv represent the constitutive relations for concrete and steel respectively.

Note that in Eqs. (4-132) to (4-136) the nomenclature has been changed. The asterisk *
means that they do not represent the true principal strains or stresses, as the MCFT and the

STMassume.

The concrete is modeled in four struts, two for unconfined concrete and two for

confined concrete, in both directions. Al~ough, in the preceding paragraphs the struts and

ties have been referred to as compressive and tensile elements, they actually alternate

between struts and ties as the member is being subjected to cyclic loading.

The implementation of the model in the context of a column analysis program is

given in the following steps:

A. MOIMllt-Curwlt1ll'e AlIlJ1ysis

(a.1) Take a curvature • for which the analysis is going to be performed.

(a.2) Assume a centroidal strain eo. The assumption of this strain may be based on

an incremental analysis estimation, if previous steps ofthe analysis are known.

(a.3) Perform a section analysis to calculate the axial force P and moment M at the

critical section according to procedure described in subsection 4.2.
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(4-U8)

(a.4) If the axial load P does not satisfy the external axial load applied. then repeat

steps 2 and 3 until convergence is satisfied. Increasing the value of eo increases the axial

load value, unless crushing of the concrete occurs. It is possible, that for high values of axial

load, or high values of curvature defomation, no centroidal strain could be found to satisfy

equilibrium. This means that the section may not be able to sustain that axial load anymore,

at this point the analysis can be stopped.

B. Flexure De/ormtltions

(b. 1) Once the axial load and moment has been defined, the flexural defonnations &e

and &p can be calculated according to the procedure given in subsection 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
(b.2) If no PIi. effect is being considered, the shear force is calculated as:

V=M ~Un
L

in which L = length of column to the point of contraflexure. In the case where PIi. is being

considered, a first approximation the deflection may be taken as Ii. =li.e + li.p , as the shear

deformations are not known at this stage. The shear force can then be calculated as:

V~M+PPIi.
L+a~&

where P= proportion of PIi. considered, which depends on geometric characteristics of the

problem; a = is the fraction of the shear force which is added to the axial load. This last

factor is used on a variable axial load problem, as encountered on external columns in a

frame or rnulti-column pier seat In Eq. (4-138) the moment at the critical cross-section is

considered to be:

M= VL-PPIi.

in which the negative sign implies that the axial load P is positive in tension.

(4-139)

C. Slretu Defomtlltions

The elastic shear deformation &. can be calculated by the procedure given in
subsections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. To calculate the inelastic shear defonnation the procedure given

in the following steps is used. These steps summarize the proposed eIST model.
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(c. I) The average longitudinal strain E~ for the concrete struts can be computed as

depicted in Fig. 4-9.

(i) The distance from the critical cross-section to the location of the average

longitudinal strain y is taken as the lesser of ~ Ler and ~ jd cot 9.

(ii) If M~My then,

E"" =£o+(E~r-Eo)LY (4-140)
er

in which, E~r is the centroidal strain at the limit of the cracked section of the column, that

can be calculated as:

where M;r = moment at the commencement ofcracked section, that is calculated as:

M O =M L-Ler
cr L

cr

in which Ler is the length of the cracked section, which is defined by Eq. (4-123).

(iii) If M> My then E~ is given by:

(4-141)

(4-142)

or,

where,

o ° Ler-y
E~ = Eoer + (Eoy - Eoer)L L

er- y

( )

2
Ly-Y

E~ =Eoy+(Eo-Eoy)~

for y ~Ly

for y <Ly

(4-143)

(4-144)

(4-145)

in which Eoy is the centroidal strain at the location ofthe yield moment (Fig. 4-9b).

(c.2) Asswne a value of the shear distortion "(, which may be based on previous

steps of the analysis.

(c.3) Asswne a transverse strain £"

(cA) Calculate the stress in the transverse steel, Eq. (4-136).

(c.S) Calculate the strains in the concrete struts and ties Eqs. (4-132) and (4-133).

(c.6) Calculate the stresses on the concrete struts and ties through the constitutive

model, Eqs. (4-134) and (4-135). The stresses should be computed for both the confined and

unconfined concrete.

(c.7) Compute the force components,
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Feci =fe~(£;)jdbwc.' cosO

Feol =fe~(£;)jdbwo cosO

Fec2 =fe:·(£;)jdbwe cosO

Fe02 =fc~(£;)jdbwo cosO

"d
Fv =Asvfsv ~ cotO

where jdbwo and jd bwe are the unconfined and confined shear area respectively.

(c.8) Check internal equilibrium,

IFv+ (Feel + Feo1 + Fee2 + Fc02 )sin 01 ~tolerance

If the equilibrium requirement is not met, repeat from step (c.3).

(c.9) Calculate shear force,

(4-146)

(4-147)

(4-148)

(4-149)

(4-150)

(4-151)

V= (Feci +Feol - Fec2 -Fe02) sinO (4-152)

If the shear force calculated in Eq. (4-152) is not equal, within a given tolerance, to the shear

force given by Eq. (4-138), then the value shear distortion y needs to be adjusted, and the

procedure is repeated from step (c.2).

Once convergence has being satisfied, the shear distortion angle y is used to find the

inelastic shear deflection,

t:.sp =YLpc

D. Total Deflection

The total deflection on the columns is:

(4-153)

t:. =t:.~ + t:.p + t:.s~ + t:.sp (4-154)

If the Pt:. effect is being considered then the shear force needs to be adjusted by using the

total deflection t:. in Eq. (4-138), and the whole procedure is to be repeated from step c.2.

This procedure account for both Pt:. and variable axial load effect. Of special

importance in this procedure is a robust algorithm to solve the different variables at certain

steps. Iterations are needed to calculate the centroidaJ strain £0' the transverse strain tv and

the shear distortion y. The strategy to solve for these variables includes the following:

(1) Secant Method is used as a first option. This method is used, because of it higher

order of convergence near the solution, and because the solution is not bracketed. To
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guarantee the stability a maximum step is defined, as the method can get out of bounds if the

derivative of the function gets small. The best solution is always stored, in case the method

does not converge.

(2) If at any given iteration, it is found that a solution exists between two points, then

the method of solution switches to a Regula Falsi approach, as this ensures a solution.

(3) If convergence is not found, then as an alternative, a somewhat slower algorithm

will try to bracket the solution. During every trial value, the best solution is always being

kept track of. It is possible that by specifying too small a tolerance, no convergence can be

achieved, in which case the best solution is returned. If the bracketing routine is successful

in finding a range in which the solution is located, then a Regula Falsi method is applied to

find the solution.

(4) Because of numerical round-off errors it is always necessary to use a counter to

avoid an endless loop.

This method of solution has proven to be effective to give the numerical procedure

good stability, which is particularly important, as so many calcuultions are being performed.

4.4.4.2 Crack Inclination Angle

The assessment of inelastic shear deformation within the plastic hinge region implies

that the fixed angle CIST model has an influence only after the section is fully cracked. To

ensure a tractable solution, limit analysis is adopted herein to defme the crack inclination

angle. Limit analyses can define three possible shear failure modes in membrane type

elements (Marti and Meyboom, 1992):

(1) Yielding of both reinforcements, concrete does not crush. Thus,

fs=/y

f. =f",
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in which I., Iy = stress and yield stress of longitudinal reinforcing steel, Iv, Iyv = stress
and yield stress of transverse reinforcement, Ie, I!~ = stress and effective concrete strength

of concrete. In membrane type elements where there is little or no confinement the effective

concrete strength may be lower than the uniaxial strength of plain concrete due to the

softening effect of tension in the perpendicular direction (Collins and Mitchell, 1991). In

this investigation, the effective concrete strength will be taken as the uniaxial strength of

plain concrete, as the confinement effect at the base of a column tends to compensate for the

softening effect. The inclination of the principal compressive strain for this case is

calculated by:

(4-158)

in which

and

and the applied shear stress is given by,

A....P.rv=
sbw

(4-159)

(4-160)

(4-162)

'tu = J(Psp.rvlylyv) (4-161)

(2) Yielding of reinforcement in weak (transverse) direction, concrete crushes and

reinforcement in strong direction remains elastic. In this case,

. e Jp .... lyv
S10 = ~

and,

1:u = J(/t -Psv/yv)P.rv/yv
(3) Concrete crushes and both reinforcements remain elastic. For this case,

8=45°
and

(4-163)

(4-164)

til '= ~ If (4-165)

Note that this implies that the element is being subjected to pure shear. To find the

governing mode, the lowest value of 'til is taken, and its corresponding inclination angle.

Nevertheless, the crack inclination is not to be taken less than a minimum which is given by,
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jd
tan 9 min =2L (4-166)

which is dictated by the rocking effect as described by Mander et al. (1993). In this analysis

it is to be noted that the fixed angle assumed by the model is taken as the inclination angle of

the principal compressive stress at failure. Analyses by Collins and Mitchell (1991) indicate

that this angle does not change significantly after yielding.

4.5 Validation of Fiber-Element Model

A computer program UB-COLA was developed to simulate the cyclic behavior of a

reinforced concrete column. The program incorporates the CIST model for shear

deformations. The concrete model advanced in Section 3, which incorporates the simulation

of concrete in both tension and compression cyclic behavior, and the simulation of gradual

crack closure, for confined and unconfined concrete, was incorporated into the program.

The energy balance theory developed by Mander et aI. (1988) for the prediction of first hoop

fracture was also implemented, which makes the program capable of predicting failure by

hoop fracture. The steel model devel(jped in section 2, which incorporates local cyclic

degradation and the proposed fatigue model, was also incorporated. Thus the program is

able to simulate longitudinal bar fracture. Finaliy, the inelastic cyclic shear model presented

in this section was implemented into the program to simulate more accurately the cyclic

behavior of shear critical columns.

Two column specimens tested by Aycardi et aI. (1992) were chosen to compare the

fiber element model against; these are Specimens 2 and 4. The prismatic columns had a 4 x

4 in. cross-section embedded into a 20 x 9 x S in. reinforced concrete base. The distance

from the column base up to the point of application of the lateral load was 21 in. The

longitudinal reinforcement consisted of four D4 bars (0.225 in. diameter, with an area of

0.04 in2). The transverse reinforcement consisted ofa 0.12 in. diameter smooth round wire

(#11 gage) spaced at 4 in., with a cover ofO.S in. measured to the centerline of the hoop.

The steel and concrete properties are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, respectively.
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Table 4-1 Experimental Steel Properties, Aycardi et al. (1992)

Steel Type fy E s Esl! Esl! f,u Esu Esf

(ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

D4 65 31050 0.026 750 73 0.107 0.15

#11 Gage 56 29800 0.014 450 70 0.14 -

Table 4-2 Experimental Concrete Properties, Aycardi et al. (1992)

flo Ec E:o £ spall r

(ksi) (ksi)

4.35 4280 0.0023 0.02 2.44

STRESS 4
(ksi)

3

2

- Experimental

- - - - Analytical

o L-_--'--_---'__---'--_-----' ...L-_---'-__-'---_---'-_-----'

o 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.018 0.018

STRAIN

Fig. 4-10 Comparison or the Analytical Stress-Strain Relationship
with the Experimental Behavior of Plain Concrete from
Aycardl et aI. (1992) for Specimens 2 and 4.
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Specimen 2 was tested with a constant axial load of 21.2 kips resulting in a load ratio

of J.f =0.30. Whereas specimen 't was tested with a variable axial load where
"Ag

P =6.95 + 2V (kips), which results in a load ratio of + =0.10. These may be
feAg

considered typical building columns. The columns were tested at incremental cycle

amplitudes of ±O.25%,±O.5%,tl%,±2%,±3%,±4% and t5% drift, with 2 complete cycles

at every drift step. Both the analytical model given by Mander et aI. (1984) and the

DB-COLA model are successful in predicting the force-displacement relationship for a

columns with high level of axial load (Fig. 4-12), whereas the proposed model gives better

results for low level of axial load due to the gradual crack closure incorporated in it (Fig

4-11 ).

Three ductile hollow reinforced concrete columns (Columns A, C and 0) tested by

Mander et aI. (1984) are also compared with the fiber element model. The columns had a

height of 3.2 m and a square cross section of 750 mm with 120 mm thick walls, containing

sixty 10 mm Grade 275 defonned bars (010) as longitudinal reinforcement giving a

volumetric ration of 0.0155. The longitudinal reinforcement was distributed unifonnly

around each face with a cover of 20 mm. The specimens contained different arrangements

of transverse steel in the plastic hinge zone. The cyclic testing consisted of two complet.:

cycles at each displacement ductility factor of Jl =±2,±4,±6 and ±8. Column A had a low

axial load p = O. If/Ag and minimum (antibuckling) steel. Column C had a moderate axial

load P =0.3f/Ag and confining steel, whereas Column 0 had a moderate level of axial load

and minimum steel. For a detailed description of the specimens refer to Mander et al.

(1984).

Of particular interest in this investigation is the capability of the model to simulate

different failure modes. After Column A had been tested at the specified displacement

ductility factors, the specimen was subjected to 40 dynamic cycles up to fracture of the

longitudinal bars. The present model predicted a fracture of the longitudinal reinforcement

after 3 I cycles, as shown in Fig. 4-14. It may be noted that the present fonnulation improves

the simulation of gradual crack closure. Of special importance is the degree ofdetail that the
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present formulation was capable of simulating, especially concrete failure in Column C, Fig.

4-15. Fig. 4-16 shows the experimental behavior (Fig. 4.16a) compared to the original

model of Mander ct al. (1984) (Fig 4.16b) with the proposed model using the VB-COLA

program (Fig. 4.16c). Both models predicted the overall behavior quite well as neither shear

nor crack closure concerns dominate in this column.

Finally, a shear critical column was chosen to show the capability of the CIST model

to accurately simulate cyclic inelastic shear behavior. A full size cap-to-column connection

of a shear critical bridge pier tested by Mander et al. (1993) was tested Wlder reverse cyclic

loading. It should be noted that in this test, the cyclic inelastic shear behavior was assessed,

which allows the comparison of the proposed analytical model with actual experimental

behavior. The pier had an average square cross section of910 mm ofside. The longitudinal

reinforcement consisted of 16 #7 bars enclosed by single perimeter hoops at 305 rom centers.

The concrete strength was fOWld to be 7.4 ksi (51 MPa). A detailed description of the

specimen is fOWld in Mander et al. (1993). Figs. 4-17 shows the analytical prediction and

the experimental behavior of the shear critical column. Note how the CIST model was able

to accurately stimulate the inelastic shear behavior. The fiber model proposed by Mander et

al. (1984) was incapable of simulating this shear behavior, as it is based on an elastic shear

model.

4.6 Conclusions

In this section, a Fiber Element approach has been presented which can simulate the

hysteretic behavior of a reinforced concrete column. Equations for uniaxial bending with

quadratically varying dimensions and quadratically varying stress functions were presented.

These higher order elements can both improve convergence and reduce the number of

elements required. Equations for a five node rectangular element for biaxial bending were

also presented, although no implementation ofsuch a model has been included, as no biaxial

experiments with curvature assessment was found in the literature. It is necessary tc
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investigate the biaxial interaction of cracking and yielding to support any assumption to

assess deformations in a biaxially loaded column.

The cyclic inelastic strut-tie (CIST) model presented, was successfully applied to

simulate the shear hysteretic behavior. The fatigue damage model presented in Section 2

predicted a failure by hoop fracture after 31 cycles, compared to 40 cycles found

experimentally. The simulation of gradual crack closure can improve the hysteretic shape on

columns with low levels of axial load, as compared with previous models with sudden crack

closure. With the implementation of robust algorithms for solving for different variables in

the procedure presented, the program presented a very stable performance. It is important to

mention that during the implementation of the program, care must be taken to ensure

numerical stability during the evaluation of the different equations as underflow or overflow

may occur, particularly when small reversals are attempted by the solving algorithms.

Finally, it is worth making some comparative comments on the program COLUMN

(Mander, et al. 1984) and the program develped in this study, UB-COLA. It is evident that

the differences are often small between the two programs, especially for moderate levels of
I

axial load (P > O.25fcAg) where crack closure and shear deformations are not of particular

concern. The original program COLUMN was written to predict the performance of well

detailed capacity designed bridge columns in which the transverse shear reinforcement is not

expected to yield. For such columns that program performs satisfastorily - although it

cannot predict a steel fatigue failure.

The new program UB-COLA, was specifically designed to handle issues pertaining

to concrete failure, inelastic shear deformations, steel fatigue and gradual crack closure - all

features of poorly detailed existing columns. The program can also handle new columns

with high strength concrete and steel.
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Section 5

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Summary

This study has been concerned with the computational modeling of energy

absorption (fatigue) capacity of reinforced concrete bridge columns by using a cyclic

dynamic Fiber Element computational model. The results were used with a smooth

hysteretic rule to generate seismic energy demand. By comparing the ratio of energy

demand to capacit)'. iilJerenCes of column damageability or fatigue resistance were made.

A complete analysis methodology for bridge columns was developed starting from

the basic principles of nonlinear mechanics of materials. The hysteretic behavior of steel

reinforcement was dealt with in detail: stability. degradation and consistency of cyclic

behavior was explained. An energy based universally applicable low cycle fatigue model

for steel was proposed. A hysteretic model for confined and unconfined concrete

subjected to both tension or compression cyclic loading was advanced. which is also

capable of simulating gradual crack closure. A Cyclic Inelastic Stnlt-Tie (CIST) model

was developed. in which the comprehensive concrete model proved to be suitable. The

CIST model was shown to be capable of assessing inelastic shear deformations with a

high degree of accuracy. within the context of a Fiber Element (FE) program. A parabolic

fiber element with parabolic stress function element for uniaxial flexure was developed. as

well as a rectangular fiber element with a quadratic interpolation function suitable for

biaxial flexure.
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5.2 Specific Conclusions

I. Steel Stress-Strain Modelin&

A universally applicable stress-strain model for mild and high strength

reinforcing steels was developed. This mode! includes the effects of low cycle fatigue and

is capable of accurately predicting bar fracture-- an important phenomenon in the seismic

damage analysis of bridge columns. The prediction of bar fracture is achieved by tracking

hysteretic energy absorption. This method gives superior results to the best alternative-

the rainflow counting method.

2. Q'Jlillte Stress-Strain Modelin&

A universally appEcable stress-strain model for concrete has also been

advanced. This model is an enhanced version of that originally proposed by Mander et al.

(1988a). Some of the new features include:

(i) An improved monotonic stress-strain idealization using the equation of Tsai

(1988), which can now cater to low to very high strength concrete.

(ii) Enhanced cyclic loading stress-strain relations that couple tensile and

compressive excursions and allows for gradual crack closure. This greatly

improves the moment-eurvature, force-displacement prediction of beams and

columns with low levels of axial load.

(iii) Cyclic stress-strain relations in tension. This enables the reliable prediction of

cyclic inelastic shear displacements.

3. Fiber-Element Analysis

A computer program UB-COLA was developed that uses "Fiber-Element"

for the prediction of both the non-linear moment-curvature, and force-displacement

behavior of structural concrete beam-eolumns under dynamic cyclic lateral (shear)

loading. The program is \:apable of predicting the modes of failure that generally lead to

column collapse, namely:
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(i) Low cyclic fatigue of the longitudinal reinforcement-- common in beams and

columns with low axial loads (P ~ < 0.15 flA,)

(ii) Fracture of transverse hoops-- common in confined columns with high axial

load (Pt >O.2flAg )

(iii) Rlckling of the longitudinal compression reinforcement and subsequent

crushing of the concrete-- common in columns where the transverse hoop spacing

exceeds six longitudinal bar diameters.

(iv) Shear failure. when the concrete struts crush.

The program has the uni4ue fellture of being able to reliably track inelastic shear

displacements in lightly reinforced columns which have not been detailed in accordance

with capacity design principles.

5.3 Recommendatlona for Future Research

(I) The nature of the cyclic behavior of concrete with incursions into tension and

compression needs to be established. Very limited experimental information exists

regarding the cyclic behavior of concrete.

(2) The fatigue model needs to be calibrated with additional experimental results to

more reliably establish its parameters.

(3) Well-designed experiments to assess shear deformations and crack formation

are needed, to validate or refine the proposed Cyclic Inelastic Strut-Tie model.

(4) The fiber element analysis in its present form is "curvature" controlled. That

is, for a given curvature the moment, and hence shear, is assessed, then the inelastic shear

strain is determined from a "force" (shear) controlled algorithm. This process works well

except for columns failing prematurely in shear. It is therefore recommended that an

inverse form of the solution be explored for such shear-critical elements, where the

response is perhaps "shear-strain" controlled. In this approach shear force would be

determined for a given level of share strain. From the requested moment the curvature

would be assessed from a "force" controlled algorithm.
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(5) Parametric studies to measure the influence of various proposed model

parameters may clarify their range and validity.

(6) A study on the interaction between the orthogonal cracking and yielding on

biaxial flexure is needed.

(7) A modified shear model for the assessment of shear deformation on biaxial

shear needs to be developed.
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